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.AbBtract

A review of the noise l-iterature shows that research on

non auditory effects lacks consistent results. This is
especial-fy the case for concurrent effects. Aflereffect
measures tend to yield more consistent results. It v¡as

suggested that the inclusion of the personatity dirnension

extraversion - introversion (E-I) may contribute to more

consÍstent concurrent and aftereffects resul-ts. On the

basis of the Eysenck Personal-Íty Invent,ory, 40 indÍvíduals
at the low (introverts) and 40 Índividual-s at the high

(ext,roverts) end of t,he scal-e were placed Ín either high

(71.5 dB(A) ) or low (52.4 dB(A) ) noise. Differenrial_
performance effects across noise and personality rdere not

demonstrated. Ext,roverts demonstrated more frustratÍon
toLerance than introverts as measured by total insoluble
puzzl-e attempts. As we.I1, mal-e introverts under fow noise

made more total- insol-uble puzzle attempts than mal_e

introverts under high noise. Noj-se effects were also
present with significantLy more insoluble puzzJ.e attempts

occurring in the low noise condition. A number of gender

effects are discussed. For example, a gender by noÍse

effect for total insolubLe puzzles indicated that
introverted males previously exposed to low noÍse

attempted more insol-ub]e puzzles than under high noise
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while introverted femaLes attempted more under the high

noise condition. It was al-so demonstrated that the
frustration toLerance measure is persÍstent even when this
task is delayed untiL fifteen minutes after noÍse

termination. The personality dimension (E-I) and noise
levefs did not Ínteract to produce unique concurrent
performance effects.
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Personalfty and noLsê effects on paced vLsual

search task performânce duríng offLce noiae exposure,

and inunediate and delayed frustration tolerance

effecta after noiBê te¡.mlnation

Definítion and IntroductLon

TraditionalJ.y, noise has been defined in three ways!

(1) as an unpleasant stimulus, (2) as a stimulus that
interferes with the detection of anot,her stimulus, and ( 3 )

an unpatterned stimul-us. Loeb (1981) points out that
information theorists define it as information present in
lhe output of a communÍcation channel_ which Ís absent in
the input. Kryter (7970i cited in Cohen and WeinsteÍn,

1-981) defines noise as a psychological concept that is
"unwanted by the fistener because it Ís unpleasant/

bothersome, interferes with important activitÍes, or is
bel-ieved to be physiologically harmful ,,(p.38), physical

propertÍes of the sound make it. unwanted. Such properties
include frequency, intensity, Íntermittency, and signal
properties such as the meaning of the sound to the

individuaL. Unwanted effects of sound that are
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reÌated to its physical properties include audÍtory
fatigue, hearing danage, the masking of wanted sound,

i.e., comnunication, excessive loudness, bothersomeness,

and startle (Kryter, 1970). SimilarJ_y, noise has been

defined as any sound that, is physiologically arousing and

stressful, subjectively annoying, or disruptive of
performance (Anastasi, 1964; cit,ed in class and Singer,
1973).

In contrast t,o the psychological concept of noise, t,he

physical concept of sound refers to changes in the ambient

air pressurê that are detected by t,he ear. These changes

in air pressure occur as the resul-t, of the vibration of a

particul-ar object, Frequency refers to the number of
times per second a wave motion completes a cycle. This is
perceived by t.he listener as pitch. Wave height, or
amplitude is determined by the amount of pressure change

and is perceived essentiaLly as l_oudness.

The ampl-itude of sound or its sound pressure l-eveI

(SPL) Ís general-1y expressed in decibels (dB), This is a

logarithmic sca1e. .A.n increment of three decibels
refLects a doublÍng of the amplitude of the sound.

However / an increase of about l0 decibels is required for
a perceived doubling of loudness. The weakest sound that
can be heard by a person with normal hearing ín a quiet
environment is zero dB. To give further insight int,o the
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dB scale; i-ight traffic approximates 55 decibels, 70

decÍbel-s near a vacuum cleaner at L0 feet, 1i.0 decibeÌs

for a riveting machine, and 120 decibels for a jet takeoff
at 200 feet (Cohen and lrleinstein, 1981) .

One of the fundamental probJ_ems with noise research is
the l-ack of an adequate descriplion of the characteristics
of the noise. Different weighting scales place emphasÍs

on different sound frequency ranges in producing a decibeJ-

rating, For example, the C weighting is constructed such

that sensitivity is virtually equaL on all frequencies.
Often, the weighting sca.les used to descrÍbe noÍse levels
are not specified in the research lÍterature, Gawron.s

(1982) l-ist of research studies provídes an exceLlent

example of the lack of adequate noise description. In
turn, this l-ack of defined noise Level-s has no doubt

contributed to conflicting results in the noise

l-iterature. BehavioraL studies of sound often use the A.

weíghting (dB(A)). This scale approximates perceived

Ioudness because high frequency sounds are perceived. as

.Iouder by people than lowêr frequency sounds of equal

sound pressure. With this scale, less weight is assÍgned

to Low and high frequencies with respect to the medium

frequencies in determining totaL sound pressure Levef.

Àt this point, some critical distinctions should be

introduced, First of aII, effects Ëhat are studied duríng
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noise exposure are referred to as concurrent effects whife
effects that are studied af t,er the termínation of noise
are known as aftereffects. Second, there are auditory and

non auditory (extrauditory) effects. Auditory effects
would include such measures as temporary or permanent

threshold shifts whÍle extrauditory effects j-ncfude such

measures as task performance, mood states, and influences
on socia.I behavior. Third, one shouLd also be aware of
whether or not the study is cond.ucted in a laborat,ory or
as field research, Although laboratory studies are
generally preferred because of added control, one must

accept the fact that subject,s are most likely aware that
they are in a noise study which may in turn alter their
behavior (G1ass and Singer, I972¡ Loeb,j.9g1),

The objective of this review is to províde a broad

picture into the noise research literature, with emphasis

given to non auditory or extrauditory effects. The main

areas of research to be discussed incl_ude heaLth, task
performance, annoyance, social behavior, mood states, and

aftereffects. Atthough not excl_usíve, this review wifl
demonstrate that the noise research Literature is compl_ex

and in many ways / conf licting. .A,tÈention wil_I t,hen shÍf t
to the examínation of the inf l-uence of organÍsmic

variables.
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Health lPhvel-oÌodvl

The realm or domain of non auditory effects covers

health or physical problerns that may arise as a resuft of
exposure to noise. With the except,ion of auditory
effects, considerable disagreenênt exists with respect to
the effêcts of noise on health and physiological stale.
Kryter (L970) for example, points out that there is littl-e
convincing evidence for a causal link between noise and

health. Generally, chronic exposure is beLieved necessary

for the effects t.o be outlined below,

Industrial research indicates that t,hexe is a slight
reduction in productivity, increased absenteeism, and an

increase in work related accidents for those exposed to
noisy workplacês (Broadbent, 7979), Such resufts may be

indicative of heal-th problems. Hor¡¡ever, these results
coufd aLso be expj_ained as avoidance responses to a

noxious stimul-us. From índustrial studies, Cohen and

WeinsteÍn (i.981) showed higher morbidity among people

exposed to 3-5 years of sound that was 85 dB(A) or
greater.

Physiological processes such as functioning of the
cardiovascular, endocrine, respiratory, and digestive
systems may be altered in the presence of noise (Mcl-,ean

and Tarnopolsky, 1977). Welch (J.979; cited in Cohen and

I{einstein, 1-981) examÍned the dat,a from over 40 different
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studies and demonstrated that long term work under high
Level-s of sound is associated with at feast a 60 percent

increase Ín the risk of cardiovascular disease, Reporls

have fÍnked índustrÍal- noise to a number of other heal-th

problems including gastrointestinal_ ulcers (Kangelari,
Abramovich-Polyakov / and Ruolenko, 1966; cÍted in Cohen

and Weinstein, L9IL ) .

Lundberg and Frankenhaeuser (1928) examined the
physiological and psychological- effects of controL over

noÍse level-s in a situation where the subjects performed

ment,al arithmetÍc under noÍse exposures of either 95 or 56

dB(A). In this study, every other subject was offered a

choice between noÍse intensities while the next subject
(yoked partner) had to submit to the same noise. Mean

measures of catecholamine and cortisol excretÍon, heart
rate, and subjective effort showed that subjects were more

aroused in the yoked situation. That is, subjectÍve and

physiological arousal was Lower when the subjects were

permitted to exert control- over noise intensity than when

they lacked control ,

Cohen, Evans, Krantz¿ and StokoLs (1990) studÍed the
effects of chronic exposure to aircraft noise on

children's cogniti.ve, motivational, and physiological
processes, They found that such children had higher blood
pressure than those living in quieter areas, The children
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in the noÍse area were al-so nore IÍkely to give up on a
t,ask, were more susceptible to distraction, and showed

inferior performance on a cognitive tâsk,

In contrast¡ Sharp, Swiney, Dansby, Hyatt, and

Schimmel (L977), using a tracking test wirh 84 dB(A)

household noíse amplitude, found no significant
dÍfferences from baseline (no noise) \^¡Íth respect, to
electromyographic potential or heart rate. Individual
differences in subjects, stress, arousal and coping

strategies were suggested as the reason behind such

results. As a f inal. note, while years of exposure to
indust.rial noise have been associated with a number of
specÍfic non auditory diseases, only cardÍovascular
problems have received enough attention and consistent
support to aLlow a convincing argument that they are noise
induced.

Due to some of the reported physÍological- ef fect,s of
noise, it seems possibLe that prolonged exposure can l-ead

to or aggravate mental iflness. Once again however, the
evidence in support of this is rather mixed and weak.

Knipschild (L976i cited in l"fcLean and Tarnopolsky,

1977) surveyed twenty general practitioners from high and

low noise areas near a Dutch airport. This survey found

higher consul-tation rates and a higher proportÍon of
psychologicaL and psychosomatic complaints in the area of
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high noise exposure. A comparison of noÍse and contro.I
populations around T.,os .AngeLes InternationaL Airport shows

a small increase in ment,al hospital admissions with those

living in maximum noise areas (Meecham and Smith, 1977).

However, in this study subjects were not matched on race

and socioeconomic status. Gattoni and Tarnopolsky (1973)

matched subjects on a number of socioeconomic variables
and found only small nonsignificant dífferences between

noise and quiet areas, Tarnopolsky, Baker, Wiggins, and

McLean, (l-978) suggest however, that it is more 1ikely
t,hat noise sensitivity may be a factor associat,ed with a

predispositÍon for mental- ill_ness but that noise exposure

may play onJ-y a minor role. In summary, the resul_ts of
studies dealing with mentat heal-th effects are somewhat

mixed. Hov¡ever, there may be i_inks between 1ong term

noíse exposure, hl¡pertension, and other cardiovascular
changes.

Social Behavlor

GeneraJ.ly, studies of noise and social behavior
evaluate situations, artifÍciaL or natural, during or
after noise exposure. A number of facets of the effects
of noise on sociaL behavior have been examined. For

example, aggression, helping behavior, and social-
judgments of others.
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Matthews and Canon (l-975) reported on the effects of
various noise levels on the percentage of subjècts willing
to aid someone pick up accidental-ty dropped material-s,

The resul-ts showed that those exposed to 85 dB(C) were

less likely to help than those exposed to 65 dB(C) or
fower ambient noise l-evels. These researchers then went

into the fieLd and obtained simil-ar resul-ts. In this
condition of the study, subjects received either g7 dB(C)

when a lawnmower was turned on or 50 dB(C) when it was

off, Subject,s were less likeJ_y to aid a person pick up a
pile of dropped books when the lawnmower r,tTas running than

when it was quiet. Moreover, the confederate either had

or did not have a cast on his arm. This cue (need for
assistance) increased heJ.ping behavior in the .lawnmower

off condition but did not affect helping under the
l-awnmower on conditÍon. SÍmíJ-arIy, page (1977) reported
that with construction noise of 92 dB(A), people were less
likely to grant smaLl favors than when exposed to 72

dB(A) . Page aLso notêd that noise reduced compliance to
requests for verbal aid much more than for physical
assistance. Rupf (1977) found thaË subjects rate noise
as more annoying when some requirenent for them to speak

was required. Therefore, subjects may simply ignore such

situations as a result of speech interference effects.
In contrast to the above finding, yinon and Bizman
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(1980) found that followíng noise exposure (50 or 74 dB;

weighting unspecified) subjects who were previously
successful on a matrices task were more likely to heJ_p

others with hornework than those who were not successful on

such a task when exposed to l-ow noíse. However, success

or fail-ure had no effect on helping behavior under the
high noise condition, It shoul-d also be pointed out that
success/failure was actuaLl-y manipulated giving subjects
in the success condition matrices that were easily solved

while subjects in the failure condition were given

mat,rices that were generally not solved, as indicated by

pretest findings.
fnterpersonaL behavior has aLso been examined using

traffic noise found in naturalistic settings. For

exarnple, Appleyard and LinteÌI , (Igi2) studied the effects
of traffic noise on residentÍa1 streets in a San Francisco
neÍghborhood of moderate Íncome. The streets differed in
the amount of traffic (l-ight/ moderate, heavy) and in
associated noise l-eve1s. Substantially more casual social
interaction was found on the street with light traffic
than on the ot,hêr two. As well, there was virtually no

sidewalk activity on the street with heavy traffic.
Furthernore, peop.le on the noisy street reported that ít
was a rather Lonely pl_acê to lÍve, while those on t,he

street with light traffic perceived their street as a
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rather friendly, socÍable area,

Such studies suggest that noÍse may be acting in three
\days. First/ there may be changes in affective state.
Second, noise rnay act to mask speech and as a result
weaken our rna jor means of communication. The third
possibility Ís that subjects simply find noisy settings
aversive and pass through them quickly without regard to
other persons. However, Ít is difficult if not impossibJ-e

to distinguj.sh between these possibiLities. However,

Korte and crant (L980) suggestêd that, changes in thè
breadth of attent,ion may resul_t in an at.t,empt to escape

fro¡n loud noise. Using high and low condít,ions of traffic
noise they tested the at,tentiona.I sel-ectivity hypothesis.

In this study, a confederate stood on the sidewafk wearing

garish clothes with brightly coJ-ored baltoons tied to a

nearby tree or clutching a bríght yellow teddy bear near

an advertisement ',Project in progress,', pedestrians who

walked by the confederate were approached by an

interviewer and asked if they had not,iced anything
unusual-. Under high traffic noÍse conditions pedestrians
noticed the unusual confederate l-ess often t,han in t,he l-oe¡

noise condition. However, Korte and Grant pointed out
that the resul-ts may be confounded by the fact that in the
high noise condition, subjects walked more quickly and

gazed straight ahead for longer periods than in the Low
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noise condÍtion.

Other f act.ors such as the thêrmaL environment and

crowding have been shown to have an effect on helping
behavior. For exampl-e, Boles and Hayward (1978) found

that pedestrians were more responsive to fÍlling out a

questionnaire in a low noÍse, low density lpersons/sq.
ft. ) condition than found in a hÍgh noise, high density
conditíon. In a more recent experiment however, Bel] and

Doyle (L983) manipulated heat (23 C or 35 C) and bursts of
white noise (55(A) and 95 dB(A) ). No differences were

found under these different condit,ions with respect to
aiding anot,her pick up dropped books.

Studies have also been conducted on post noise

aggression. Cohen and Ï{einstej-n (L98i_) point,ed out that
subjects control over noíse Ís an important factor with
respect to producing post noise aggressÍon. For examp]e,

Geen (1978) found that perceived control of aversive noise
made people J.ess aggressive during and after exposure.

Donnerstein and Wilson, (1976) found that angered subjects

who were exposed to noise (55(A) and 95 dB(A)) without
perceived control administered more shock to a confederate

than subjects with perceived control over the terminatj-on

of the noise. As well, subjects under the noise with
contro] conditíon found the noise l_ess aversive than the
noise without control- condition. These findings are
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similar to work on the aftereffect,s of noise on

performance, which indicates that perceived control- over

the termination of noise reduces or complete.Iy elímínates
noise aftereffects.

Ho\,¡ever, conflÍcting resu]ts have been obtained. For

example, Sherrod, Moore and Underwood (1979) exposed rnale

subJects to either continuous loud noise (94 dB, weÍghting
not specified) or soft continuous (60 dB, weight,ing not
specified) noise under conditions of controL or no control
over termination of the noise. Contrary to previous
findings controL did not reducê aggression under l-oud

noise, but it did lead to increased aggression under soft
noise.

Noíse seems to also have an effect on judgment,s made

of others, For example, Siegel and Steele, (1979) found

that subjects exposed to construction noÍse (70 dB;

weíghting unspecified) rather than a quiet situation, were

more lÍkely to make il_l--considered Judgments of others,
despite the fact that there was a lack of information
avaiLable to make such judgments. BeIl (19g0) manipul-ated

both temperature (2L-23 -C or 33-35 'C) and noise l_evefs

(55 dB(A) or 95 dB(A)) and had subjects eval-uate the
experimenter. The results showed that noise had no effect
on experimenter evaluatj.ons. However, subjects in the
high heat condition tended to make the most negative
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retal-iatory evaluations .

Numerous attempts have been made in an effort to
explain social- behavior effects as a result of noise
exposure, Jones, Chapman and Auburn, (1981) poÍnt, out

however, that there is no single mechanism by which noise

inf l-uences social- behavÍor and as a resuLt, any

comprehensive theory of noise and social behavÍor must

incorporate at Least the f oll-owÍng three factors: (a)

masking effects and the disruption of social interactioni
(b) changes in weighting of judgments; and (c) perceived

aversiveness of the noisy environment toget,her with the
utility of performing specific actÍons, Moreover,

researchers must take into account or control many of the
variabfes discussed, as they rnay play a role in the effect
of noise on socÍaf behavior. It becomes readily apparent,

that the relatÍonship between noise and socia.I behavior is
extremely complex .

Perforãnance

The main fo_cus of this section is to outlÍne the

relevant l-iterature concerned wilh how noise exposure

affects performance, Loeb (1981) reportêd t.hat, the most

popuLar belief is that noise degrades performance,

However, another conmon belÍef is that noise has no effect
on performance. It has aLso been proposed that noise
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improves performance. One confounding element leadÍng to
varied results may be the l-ack of consistentl_y used tasks.
Tasks employed often include; vigilance, motor, cognitive,
perceptual/ react,ion tÍme, and computations. Furthermore,

task dífficulty varied greatly across experiments which

may also contribute to confl-icting resuJ.ts.

Existing theory suggests that the relationship between

noise and perforrnance depends on the kind of noise and the
type of performance (Loeb, 1981). Furthermore, accurate
prediction of this relationship necessÍtates a
hÍghlighting of the sound and t.he social- cont.ext in which

ít occurs (Cohen, 1980). Even ín the presence of numerous

studies, Loeb (1980; cited in Cohen and Weinstein, 1991)

points out that 1^7e are unab.Ie to predict, wÍth much

confidence the effects of noise on performance Ín a

particular situation. I{hat then are the theoretical
approaches concerning the rel-ationship between noise and

perf ormance ?

Broadbent (1978) argues that the effects of noise
resul-t from: (1) a decision criteria shift, (2) increased
cases of inefficiency, and (3) the restriction of the
number of stimuli attendèd to. Broadbent (L979) argues

that exposure of moderat,e to high int,ensity noise causes

an increase in arousal. Heightened arousal is said to
lead to a narrowing of one's attention in some situatÍons
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while increasing attention or concentration in others. In
this sense, l-ow noise levels may lead to increased

performance on simpLe tasks in comparison to performance

in the absence of noise. As wel-l, high noise J.evels may

cause decrements in performance on dif ficul_t tasks that
arê not found with l_ow noise levels. Therefore,
ÍncreasÍ.ng noise l-evels and t,ask diffÍcu1ty may lead to
decrements on some types of performance.

SÍmi1ar1y, Cohen (1978) al-so predicts that attentional
focusing wÍ1f often occur under high intensity noise but
suggests t,hat such focusing Ís a common st,rategy used when

one's processÍng capacity is overLoaded by the combined

demands of the noÍse and ta6k. Cohen also suggests that
Ínformation l-oad under noÍse exposure ís affected more by

the situation and the meaning of the sound rather than by

the int,ensity of the sound. For exampl_e, while one person

finds the loud sounds of a rock concert enjoyable, another
person may find them aversÍve. Therefore, such factors as

the predictability and controllability of the noise as

well- as one's expectancíes may be important factors to
consider. Cohen (1980b) also points out that if one uses

Broadbent's (1979) argument, it is likel-y that the 1evel_

of arousal is the result of the meaníng of the noÍse p.l-us

the situation and not just, the physícal parameters of the
sound.
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Poul-ton (1978 | 1979) notes that an Íncrease in arousal
occurs \Mhen continuous noÍse appears, but that it
gradually l-essens over time. l{ith this inÍtial- increase
in arousal, improved performance is of t,en seen, poulton

suggests that, deficÍts in task performance under

contÍnuous noise occur as a resul_t of subjects' inabil-ity
t,o hear acoustic cues such as one's internaL speech,

According to this not,ion, performance decrements wifl not
be found in tasks that, do not require Ínternal speech

rehearsaL. As wel1, poulton suggests that the distraction
that occurs at the onset of noise is said to result in
performance decrements in the presenôe of intermÍt,tent
noise.

fn a sonewhat dífferent approach, Jones (1994)

explains noÍse research resuLts on the basis of cognitive
factors. This approach places emphasis on fact,ors such as

the noise itself, the setting in which the noise occurs,
and task demands. Such factors aII functÍon to infLuence
subjects' performance. SimiJ_arly, Cohen (197g) places

emphasis on the meaning of the sound and the particular
situation in which it occurred. Jones also suggests that
t,he demands imposed by the t,ask r,fil] interact with the
noise. In this sense, performance wil-I be a funct,ion of
adopting a strategy that aÌÌows one to achieve the desired
leveL of task achÍevement, .
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The approaches by Broadbent, Cohen, poulton, and Jones

can be considered the major theoretical stances regardíng
the effect of noise on performance. The question remains

however, under what circurnstances wil-l- noise effects
occur .

-4, number of factors must be taken into consideration
when one attempts to determine the effects of noise on

performance. Noise has many characteristics that allow
experimental manipulation. First, of al-1, the duration of
noÍse exposure can be altered. Second, and within limits,
the Level of noise can be adjusted. Third, noise can be

present,ed in a contÍnuous or intermÍttent fashÍon.
Fourth, the spectral quality of the noÍse itseff (white
versus varied) can be manipulat,ed. White noise is
described as a steady sound pressure level- constant across

all frequäncies. On the other hand, varied noise refers
to any sound that varÍes in sound pressure Level and

frequency make-up, Lastl-y, the meaningful-ness of the
noise to subject,s can be manipul-ated. From such a

multitude of potent,ial experinental manÍpulat.íons it Ís
not surprising that much inconsistency ís found in the
literature, To further complicate the picture, the number

of tasks chosen, the type of task, and task difficulty,
are al-l- crucial factors that must be taken into account.

To begin with, noise fevel-s as we1l as duration must
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be sel-ected. Äs already ment.ioned, Broadbent (1,962)

suggest,s that in order to produce effects, the noísê

exposure must be at Least a minimum of 30 - 60 minutes,

One of the problems faced by researchers is the
determination of which levels of noise constitute hÍgh or
low level- conditions. Varying definitions of what

constítutes high or low noise contribute to the confusÍon

surrounding this area of research, Hancock (1984) points
out t,hat researchers have used noi-se l-evels between 42 and,

114 dB, defining l-ow noise as beíng from 42 to B0 dB, and

64.5 t,o 114 dB to define high noise. As becomes readily
apparent, much overlap exÍsts with respect to high and J_ow

noise condÍtions,

Many studies have shown the differentÍal effects of
noise .Ieve1 on performance. A good exampJ-e is provided by

Broadbent (J.979). Vigilance tasks generally require
subjects to continually monitor for infrequent signals,
Broadbent concluded that under l_ow l-evels of noise,
vigilance performance seems to improve. However /

decrements in performance occur in noise l-eveLs exceeding

95 dB(A) under certain conditions. Sími]arly, cawron

(1982) using a range of noise intensities from 55 to g5

dB(A) did not find greater decrements in performance at
hÍgher noise íntensities. This finding however, may be

the result of a restricted range of noise intensities.
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However, fow noise leve.Is have al_so shown to have a

detrimental- effect on performance. For example,

performance on a proofreading task wa6 obtained in either
quiet, or a moderate fevel of noise which was a tape

recording of radio news items (68 dB(À) ) (Weinstein,

L977), It, was found that (1) noise signÍficantty impaired
the detection of grammatÍcaL erroïs, ( 2 ) noise had no

effect on t,he speed or detection of spelling errors, and

(3) proofreading in the noise condition was initiafly more

accurate during the news item portÍon of the tape than
during the quiet sections in the tape betv¡een it,ems. This
last finding is expJ.ained by Weinstein as a compensatÍon

for the perceived del_eterious effects when noise is
present.. This increase in effort may offset the effects
of auditory distractÍon (Frankenhaeuser and Johansson,

L976). As well-, Smith (1-985) denonstrated that noderate
intensity noise (85 dB(C)) decreased response times to
visuaL signal-s s¡ith a high probability of occurrence but
increased l-at,encies for signals which occurred less
f requentl-y.

I^ihat then can one conclude regarding the role that
noise duration and intensity play with respect to
performance? First of aII, it is probably safe to
concl-ude that an exposure period of 30-60 minutes is
necessary, With respect t,o level, its influence may be
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l-ess Ímportant and effects may be more related to the type
of noise (white versus varied or even reafÍstic noise).
It seems however, that generally 85 dB(À) and greater is
nècessary in order to pLoduce effects. Hov¡ever, it may be

that Íf the noise is more real_istic (than r,¡hite or varied
noise) as in the case of lrleinstein (L977), who used a

recording of radio news Ítems, the tevel needed to produce

an effect is greatly reduced.

It has been well estabLished that novel or unusual

noise will hinder the efficiency or performance on nost
tasks (Broadbent/ L979). GeneralJ_y this effect dísappears

after the first few presentations of the noise. Simitar
effects occur with cessat,ion of noise. Therefore,
interference may be due to a change in stimulation and may

not be dependent on a particular intensity of noise.
Broadbent (1"979) points out that the most retiable fínding
is that high intensity noíse reduces the frequency of
uncertain judgments and increases the frequency of
confident ones. For example, Broadbent and Gregory (1965)

found the proportion of doubtful responses to be less when

using 100 dB(weighting unspecified) than in a quiet
condition.

The third fact,or of consÍderation is whether or not
noise is presented in a contínuous or intermittent
fashion. Ä number of researchers adhere to the notion
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that the effects of intermittent and continuous noisê are

different (Broadbent,, 1979i Warner and Heimstra, lgZJ-).

One of the earlier studies examining intermittent noise

was conducted by Woodhead (1964), In this study, the
effects of audit,ory distraction whÍle searching a visual
dispJ-ay with bursts of íntermittent noíse (110 and 70 dB

(weighting unspecified) and quiet was examined. The

resul-ts showed that the number of errors in the 15-rninute

search period was not significantly different between the
three groups. However, searching was found to be fess

efficient in the half minute fo11owÍng t,he bursts at LLo

dB intermittent, noise as compared with the same periods in
the other two conditions. It' may be the case that the
duration of noise exposure was not tong enough for
detrimental- effects to occur. Mil-osevic (1983) usíng a

signal- detect,ion task under continuous noise of ?0 dB and

l-00 dB (weighting unspecified) also found no effect on

performance.

Lahtela, Niemi, KuuseLa, and Hypen (1996) examined the
impact of B0 dB(A) intermittent broadband noise on a three
choice visuaL reaction time task. The distinct,ive feature
of t,his study was the represent,ative subject sample which

consisted of 266L healthy Finnish part,icipants from the
age of 30 Ëo 79, The results indicated a slowÍng down of
response speed as a result of noise exposure but it was
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weak in the psychologicat 6ense, As well-, this study

demonstrated that noise effects on performance cannot be

identified by such criterÍa as age and sex.

HarrÍs (L972) attempted to incorporate thê major

conditions necessary for the demonstration of noise

effects on performance as outfined by Broadbent (1962).

In this research, subjects were exposed to either
continuous ot intermÍttent noise at l-05 dB (weighting

unspecified) whÍIe performing a visual search task. Under

both Íntermittent and continuous noise, subjects performed

more poorly than in a noise absent condition. No

difference however, was found between the intermittent and

continuous noise conditions, Furthermore, Harris suggests

that these resul-ts can be used in support of Broadbent's

(f962) suggestion t,hat when certain conditions are met, a
resulting noise effect on performance will occur.

It is also Ímportant to examine t,he reJ_at,íonship

betwèen noise variabil-ity, task difficulty, and noise
leveI. In a series of studies warner and Heimstra (Lg7].,

1972t L973 ) investigated the rel-ationship between the tlT)e

(intermittent versus continuous) of noise and the

complexity of a visual search task. The noise exposure

ranged from intermittent 0. 30, 70, and 100 percent which

was continuous white noise. This means that in the second

and third condítion, noise was on for the fírst 30 or 70
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percent of each trial while in the 100 percent condition,
the noise .ç{as continuous throughout, the test. The noise
l-eveLs used included 0, 80, 90, and 100 dB (weighting
unspecified). The results of these studies showed some

Ínt,eresting Íntèractions, For example, Warnet and.

Heimstra (L971) found that for t,he more difficult task,
detection speed was faster for any ratio of noise than in
the control condition, In fact, the fastest letter
detections occurred in the order 30, 0, 100, and 70

percent with t,he morê difficult task. However, with the
easier task it changed from 30, L00, 70, and 0 percent.
Warner and Heimstra (1,972) using contínuous noÍse (0, 90,

90, and 100 dB; weighting unspecÍfied) and three l_evef s of
task diffícu1ty found that as noise l-evel_ and task
difficulty Íncreased, detectíon speed decreased, Warner

and Heimstra (1973) examÍned the êffects of Íntermittent
white noise wíth a 30 percent on/off ratio on target
detection under four leveLs of noise intensity (0, 90, 90,

and 100 dB; weightíng unspecified) and three l-evels of
t,ask difficulty, The results indicated that task
difficulty interacts with noise intensity in determining
noise effects on performancê. They also concluded that
intermíttent, noise under 90 dB has no effect on

performance. fn support. of this, Koel-ega and Brinkman

(1986) using 66.5 dB(A) íntermittent noise, found no
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effect on vÍgilance perfornance. However, Koelega,

Brinkman and Bergman (1986) poÍnt out that in reviewing 98

visual performance experiments, it is hard to compare

studies because of the many types and varieties of the
noÍse variables invotved and the performance measures

used, Moreover, the noise .level used by Koelega (1gg6a)

may not have been intense enough to produce detrimental
effêcts. The above outl-ined studies clearly indicate that
the effècts of both cont,inuous and intermittent noise may

be dependent upon such factors as task difficulty and

noise intensity.
The lasË factor of concern at this point, is noÍse

compositíon ($¡hite versus varied), In general-, when the
task demands are smal-l, high white noise l-evel-s seem to
have no effect. However, the opposite occurs when task
demands are more difficult (Hancock, 1984). As rdell,
Hancock noted that performance is facil-itated using
various l-ow noise levels when task demands are not great,

Kryter (1970) suggêsts that studÍes showing more than
a transient effect of noise have methodological

difficult.ies, unclear interpretatíons , and unusual scoring
techniques at times, Similarly, WeinsteÍn (I974)
suggested that failure to detect detrÍmental effects of
noise is often due to the ínsensitivity of the
experimental conditions. However, Harris (1,972) points
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out that evidence is increasing that suggests that noise
in fact has a detrimental effect on performance if certain
experimental- conditions are met,. Conditions important Ín
producing an effect of noise on performance as outlined by

Broadbent (1962) include: (1) requires a minimum exposure

period of 30 to 60 minutes, (2) the task should be

experimenter paced or one that, requÍres the subJect, s

continual- attention, and (3) if using noÍse of 100 dB or
above, one shoul-d be cautious that very 1ow frequency

noise at, this fevel may fail to produce effects.
Àt this point thê main question of concern is, what

type of tasks generally show noise effect,s? Generally,
tests of general Íntelligence are not infl_uenced by noise
exposure (Broadbent,, L979). A number of tasks exist that
most Ínvestigators agree will not be affected by noise.
Broadbent (1979) puts forth a simpJ_e rufe for categorizing
such tasks. ',ALmost any task in whích a person has to
react onl-y at certain definite times/ receives a clear
warning of the need for reactÍon, and receÍves an easily
visible stimuLus wiIl show no êffect in continuous .loud

noise". In support of this statement, Smith and Broadbent

(1980) using female subjects and continuous noise of g5

dB(C) and rel-ative quiet 55 dB(C) found no differences
with respect to performance on an embedded figures task.
These researchers proposed that these results support the
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argument against the expLanation of noise effects produced

by a bÍas in attent,ion with regards to changes in cue

utifization, ft, should be pointed out however, that the
absence of any effect in thís study couJ_d be due to the
short duration of noise exposure (eight minutes ),

A number of tasks however, do show noise effects
al-though not consistently. Conditions that may l-ead to
task defícits Íncl-ude when! (1) sígnaLs are hard to see

(visual- tasks) r (2) caution is not encouraged by the
situation, (3) t,he time period is J-ong, and (4) there are

a number of sources of sÍgnaL origin (Broadbent, L97g),

For examp]e, although not consístentl_y reported, severaL

experiments have found noÍse effects on arithmetic
computation. Often these effects occur when memory is a

factor invoLved in the task (Woodhead, 1964), McCormíck

(1,976¡ cited in Gawron, 1984) suggested that only complex

¡nental- tasks, difficult psychomotor tasks, skill and speed

tasks, and tasks that require good perceptuaÌ capacity
wil-l- show a performance decrement ín the presence of
noise.

Tasks involving subjects memory or recall have shown

to be affected by the presence of noise. For exampJ_e,

Eysenck (1975) found that noise increased response latency
for recaLl of l-ess dominant exemplars of catêgorÍes. As

wel1, HarniJ-ton, Hockey, and Rejman (1977 ) found that when
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using a running mèmory task in which subjects were

presented i^rith a long string of material- and at some point
asked to recal-I those l-ast presented, that noise enhanced

recaLl of more recent and hindered the recatl of l-ess

recent material-. Furthèrmore, I'filkinson (1976; cited in
Loeb, 1981-) found that. 95 dB (weight,ing unspêcified)
produced poorer retention of acoustically presented

materÍal- even when discriminabi J.ity was held constant. It
is possible that noise tends to alter mernory, perhaps by

al-tering priorities and strategies used by subjects.
Performance under noise exposure is of t,en examÍned

through the use of multiple tasks. Such tasks are
believed to be very conplex and place a high demand on the
subject. In this situation, subjects must perform or deal
with two tasks at the same time. A conmon practice is to
inform subject,s that, one task is more important t,han the
other. In this situation, perforrnance on the primary task
Ís often unaffected or even enhanced, while inpairment, is
characteristic of the secondary task. It is thought that
the subject beíng overloaded has no attentional_ reserves
at hand. As a result, the subject. concentrates on that
task which appears to be the most important and al1or^¡s

performance on the secondary task to suffer. For exampfe,

Hockey (1970) using a 100 dB noÍse (weighting
unspecified), found that signals on a secondary
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watchkeeping task were better detected when in the
proximity of a primary centrally located visuaL tracking
task display and J.ess weLl detected when located
peripheraffy v¿el-Ì away from t,he display. It should be

pointed out, however, that Forster and Grierson (197S)

fail-ed to find any effect with a simífar but slightly
more difficuÌt task. fn thís study, the primary task was

a tracking display and the secondary task was monitoring a

series of lights, Differences between the two studies
however, may account for the confJ-icting results. For

example, Hockey used broadband noise of 100 dB SpL while
Forster and Grierson used broadband noise of 92 dB(.A,).

Finkelman and Glass (1970) also found no effect of
noÍse on a primary tracking task and impairment on a
secondary digit, recall task when exposed to g0

dB(weightÍng unspecified) bursts of whit,e noise. rn this
research, the use of unpredictabl_e noise resul-ted in
performance decrement,s whife the use of predictable noise

had no effect. Smith (1982) had subjects recafl the order
and l-ocatÍon on a screen where each word was presented

whil-e the subject, was exposed to either 78 dB(A) or 50

dB(A) . One group of subjects had to recall both the order
and l-ocation of the words, whiLe anot.her was told that,

they would have to recalL location first and then ord.er,

and a final group was told that they would have to recaLL
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order then location. The results indicated that the
êffects were due to noise interacting with task priority
and not with the task performed first rather than second.

Using loud whÍte noise (100 dB(A) ) in dual task
situations, Fisher (1984) suggested that a subjects,
attentionaL capacity would be reduced Ín comparison to
those subject,s who received a lower ÌeveL of white noise

(55 dB(A) ). The results of her study showed that one

moved from a single to dual t,ask, performance decrements

were found in both quiet and noise. In this sense, noise
may serve to make the task more difficul-t.

Cohen and Weinstein (1981) not,e that mul-tiple task
effects are likety to occur wÍth noise leve1s of 95 dB(A)

or more and are less J.ikely to occur under fixed-
intermittênt than continuous noise, and most likely to
occur under unpredictable-int,ermÍtt.ent exposure. ft is
probably safe to conclude that intense noise in a multiple
task situation wiII most likely produce an impairment in
one task with no effect or even Ímprovement on the other.
Furthermore, these effects will vary as a function of
noise quality and level, task complexity, and various
subject variabl-es. In general, the results of multiple
source task studies show that noise increases the amount

of effort directed to the primary task cues at the expense

of the less important cues (Broadbent, 1979).
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Up to this point, performance has been examined from

laborat,ory research, Consideration shoul-d also be given
to f Íel-d research pertaining to the ef fect,s of noise on

performance. First of all, most laboratory studies of
noise effects are suspect with respect to their
relationship to "reat worLd,' noises. .A,s weI1, stressors
other than noise are al-so often present. However, studies
of the impact of noise on performance conducted in
factories and offices have produced mixed results that are

often difficult to Íntêrpret (Broadbent, I97g).
In a study examining scholastÍc performance during

noise, Ward and Suedfeld (1973) broadcast traffic noÍse
outside a large university classroom, When noise was

present,, l-ess student participation and attentíon was

observed as compared to a noise absent controL group.

Bronzaft and Mccarthy (1975) found that children (second

through fourth grade) in classrooms on the side of a

school- facÍng train tracks performed more poorly on a
reading achíevement test than did chil_dren in quíet
classrooms.

Scheduling or time of testÍng has also been examined

with respect to noise research. Harris (L972) exposed

subjects to 105 dB (weighting unspecified) of noíse for 36

minutes on five consecutive days while performing a seriaL
search task. The resu]ts showed that, the difference
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betr.reen the noise and the controf group approached, but
did not reach, statistical significance, while sÍgnifícant
effects were found for days, trials, and for the
interaction of groups by days. The most interesting
finding of thÍs study ís the groups times days

interaction. That is, differences between the noise and

control groups increased as a function of days with the
l-argest difference being on the l_ast day of testing,

Using broadband continuous white noíse (85 dB(A) ) or a

quiet condition (45 dB(A)), Gawron (L994) randomJ-y

assigned subjects to onê of three t,esting scheduJ_es; (L)

QN, first hour in quiet and the second hour in noise, (2)

NQ, fírst hour in noise and the second hour ín quiet, (3)

QQ, both hours of testing in quiet. Resu.Its from test,s of
vocabulary, reading comprehension, sentence verification,
rotated letters, and mathematics were obtaíned. OnIy one

difference was found as a result of schedufe, that being,
performance on the mat,hematÍcs test was worse during the

QN than the QQ schedul_e.

Clearly, much confusion exists in the l-iterature
concerning what factors are tikel_y to produce performance

decrements in the presence of noise. It is not surprising
that many inconsistencies in the l-iterature exist as a

resuft of the potential influences of contributing factors
such as noise intensity and duration¿ the type of noisê
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used (white versus varÍed) / whether the noise is presented

in a continuous or intermittent fashion, and task
difficulty.

Ânnoyance

' Excessive noise is reported more frequently by

conmunity residents than any other neighborhood problem

(U,S. Bureau of Census, L973i cited Ín Cohen and

Weinstein, 1981). May (1928) defined annoyance in a given
situat,ion as the overalf "unwanledness of a sound', ,

Annoyance has aLso been defined as a ,'general dispositíon
to Like or dislike the situation as a who.le,, (Mckenne.I ,

1963; cited in Mcl,ean and Tarnopo].sky, 1972; p.34),
Many noise effects decrease rapÍdly in the laboratory

(Glass and Singer, 1972; Kryter, L97O). In contrast,
community noise research shows l-ittle evidence that people

adapt to noise in residential- sett,ings (Weinstein, L9g2).

However, Cheifitz and Borsky (1928) found that recordings
of aircraft noÍse played in the laboratory v¡ere judged

J-ess annoying by people who lived close to an airport than
by subjects who LÍved further away. Thus, there may be

at,titudinal- and other variables that typically do not
operâte in a laboratory setting.

There have been attempts to determine the annoyance

associated with a wide range of noises in an attempt to
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establish criteria for predicting the magnitude of
annoyance and to deveJ.op means to alleviat,e its severity,
For example, Shigehisa and Gunn, (1978) had normal-hearÍng
adults watch TV in a sÍmuLated living room and make

estimations of the annoyance of noÍse ranging from g3.9 to
9L,8 dB(À). The noise was a símulated fJ-yover of an

aircraft presented from loudspeakers. Room ÍIlumination
was aLso varied (normal, di.m, and bright). The results
indícated that, annoyance may grow morê rapÍdfy v¡Íth

increasing noise l-evel under dim than normal- illumination,
although the levels used i.{ere quite low.

It is aLso important to understand how characteristics
of the noise itsel-f affect annoyance. For example, a

.Iinear relationship between annoyance and decíbet exposure

has been reported (Ou, Gough and Konz, L979; cÍted in
Gav/ron, 1984). As weJ-], ít has been suggested that noise
J-evel dB(A) is the best indicator for estimatÍng annoyance

(Clevenson and Leatherwood, J"929 ),
ft has also been suggested that localÍzed noise seems

to be more annoying than diffuse noise (peterson and

Gross, L972), Noise frequency has also been refated to
annoyance. Using a range of frequencies (200 to 1500 Hz),
Mill-er (f947 ) found that higher frequencies were rated as

being more annoying than Lower frequency sounds.

IJerner and Lehrman (l-98L) studied the impact of sample
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recordings of corona noise from extra-high voltage
transmission lines, corona noise recordÍngs with spêctral_

modifications, and sampÌes of other environmental- sounds,

These sounds were presented to subjects while Ëhey viewed

tel-evision in a simulated tiving room. Each sound. was

rated for both annoyance and the extra concentration
requíred for television viewing. Even at relat,ively J-ow

sound l-evef s, corona noise was rated most annoying with
higher frequency portions (above 500 Hz) of the corona

noise spêctrum contrÍbuËing most to annoyance.

Arnoult,, Voorhees and Gilfítl-an (19g6) examined the
effects of simulated helicopter noise on the
int.el ligibility of true/false tl¡pe statements and

annoyance. ïncreasing broadband signal pink noise (0, 60,

70, 80 dB(A) ) or adding increasing Levels of pure tones

(650, 1900, 5000 Hz) resulted in a decrease in
intelligibi J-ity. pink noise refers to noise which has a
continuous frequency spectrum and a constant power within
a bandq¡Ídth proportionaL to the cent,er frequency of the
band (Harris, 1979). Signíficant annoyance effects were

al-so found. .An increase in eÍther pink noise or pure

tones genêrally increased the annoyance score, However,

four out of sixteen of the conditÍons showed a d.ecrease or
no change in annoyance scorês. This made the ÍnteractÍon
dif ficul-t to interpret. HovTever, the general trend. was
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that as pink noise l-oudness increased, the effect of pure

tones at various sound pressure Levels on annoyance

decreased. Ãs a result, the authors were unabLe to
suggest how to consistent,ly decrease annoyance, given a

particular noise,

Such studies clearly demonstrate that noise
characteríst,ics such as íntensity, frequency, or whether

the noise is locaLized or diffuse may play a role in
subjects' annoyance ratings. Consideration wil-l now shift
to the role played by the individual which incl-udes such

things as individual perceptions and differences,
attitudes, and fear and ânxiety.

Interference with ongoing activity and individual-
perceptions of the noise may a.Iso have an effect on

ratings of annoyance, Rupf (1977) found that subjects
tend to rate noise as more annoyíng when some requirement
for them Èo speak was present as compared to whên they
were allowed to engage in reverie. As v¡ell_, the meaning a

noise has for an indívidual_ may also affect annoyance

reactions (Cohen, l-980 ) .

Tracor (1970) denonstrated that peopJ_e who have a

positive attitude toward the source of the noise are fess
annoyed than people who t,hink that the noise serves no

useful- purpose. For example, reports of annoyance by

people living near an air force base were reduced by
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propaganda that produced a more positive attitude t,oward

the aÍr force (Sorènsen, 1970; cíted in Cohen and

WeinsteÍn, L981) .

Allen (1980) was presented with a unique opportunÍty
to study the impact of supersonic aircraft noise upon

citizens J.iving near the Dull-es Inteïnational Àirport near

Washington D.C.. The initiation of these flÍghts marked

the first time t,hat. commerciaL aircraft capable of
supersonic speeds had been permit,t,ed to operate within t,hê

boundarÍes of t,he United States. Not onLy is the
supersonic aircraft noisier than the usual_ t,raffic, but a

greater area woul_d be subjected to noise l_evel-s above L00

EPNdB. In order to takê the duration of the flyover into
account, the EPNdB scale appeared. EpN (effective
perceived noise l-evel) is a cal_cul_ated measure used to
estimate the effective noisÍness of a singJ-e noise event,
usualJ-y an aircraft flyover. ThÍs measure is derived from
instantaneous Perceived Noise Leve1 (pNL) values by

appJ-ying corrections for pure tones and. for the duration
of the noise (CheremisÍnoff and ELlerbusch, L9g2). When

jet pl-anes became more frequent, they had more high-
frequency components/ which made them more annoying.

Al-len attempted to assess the effects of the increased

noise level-s following supersonic aircraft overflights.
The resuLts indicated that despite exposure to increased
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aircraft noíse, subjects did not perceive the area as

noísier. As welI, despite higher exposure to aircraft
noise, tol-erances for intense sounds by airport area

resídents may not dÍffer significantly from those of
persons not 1ivÍng near an airport. While annoyance

fevels were higher for both groups, they were not
signifÍcantly different from before test lêvel-s.

Cohen and Weinstein (1981) point out that individual
differences play a role in annoyance ratings. Some

researchers have found personality to be an important
predictor of annoyance (Jonah, Bradley, and Dawson, L9gL;

WeÍnstein, 1980), Several studies have d.emonstrated that
people differ with respect to their general sensitivity to
noise and that this attribute is responsÍbl-e for part of
the variability in reported annoyance (Gríffiths and

Delauzun, L977), fn fact, Vleinst,ein (1980) found that 32

percent of the variance in neighborhood noise annoyance

scores can be accounted for by indivÍduaJ_ differences
towards being criticaL towards noise in generaJ..

Fear or anxiety has also been studied in retation to
annoyance. For example, when subjects were exposed to
Íncreasing fevels of noise ( l0 , 2 0 , 3 O , 4 0 , 5 0 , 6 0 dB,

weighting unspecified) at 250 and 4000 Hz, Srephen (1970)

found that test anxiety was a significant variabLe for
predicting annoyance. Furthermore, fear of nearby
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airpLane crashes has been found as a powerful predict,or of
aircraft noise annoyance scores (Tracor, 197J-; cited in
Baum, Singèr, and Baurn, 1981). In a related study, Moran,

Gunn, and Loeb (1981) examined the effects of aircraft
overflight annoyance in an area Ín which a fatality
producing aircraft crash had recently occurred.. Incieased
âircraft fear and noise annoyance responses were found for
those subjects in the crash area as compared to subJects

from a simÍLar area who had not experienced such a crash.

Other subject variabl-es have received some att,ention.
For example, Weinstein (1,976) examined several surveys and

concluded t,hat age, sex, Íncome, education, and.

occupational- status are not significant.ly related to
annoyance. Key and payne (i.ggt) examined the Ímpact of
noise frequencies on performance on both a complex

psychomot,or task and annoyance for men and women. The

resu]ts indicated that higher frequency noises were more

annoying than low frequency noises regardless of sex. Sex

differences in annoyance did not occur. One interesting
resuLt that emerged was a differential rate of learning
for the complex psychomotor t,ask for the males and

f e¡nal-es , f n general , women took l-onger to complet,e each

trial than did men. Information obtained from practice
sessions indicated that this difference was present before
either group was exposed to noise.
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Edwards (1975) pointed out t,hat one of t,he major
problems with annoyance research is a measurement one.

Although numerous sca.Ies of noise have been developed,

consistent results across studies may be hard to obtain as

a result of different measurement tool-s. As wel1, factors
such as personalÍty, attitudes, anxÍety, and fear may all
play a rol-e in noise annoyance research, and may need to
be control-fed Íf a clear picture Ís t,o emeïge.

Annoyance from noise Ís assessed afmost, exclusively by

rating procedures. While such a procedure may be

mandatory in field st,udies, it has one major drawback.

This drawback of using ratings to âssess annoyance is that
one has to make the assumption that v¡hat is saÍd to be

annoyíng and what actually is annoying are the same.

One interesting method for studying annoyance ef fect,s
of noise was conducted by Corso and Moomaw (19g2). The

underlying assumption of this experiment was that Íf noÍse
is a noxious stimulus, then some response either to avoid
or escape the stimulus shouLd occur. In thís study
subjects could avoid exposure to a 1000 Hz tone by
pressing a key within 250 ms of the onset of a warning
Iight. Using varying tone intensities (0, 50, Z0l 90 dBA)

it was found that the number of avoidance responses

increased with íncreased noise intensÍty/ whil,e the
J-atency of the avoid.ance responses decreased. This study
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suggests that avoidance responses and their associated
latencies are indicators of annoyance. This technique may

be viewed as an al_ternative to ratings proced.ures,

In Ìight of the varÍed research presented on the
effects of noise on annoyance it becomes apparent that
many factors may influence annoyance rat,ings. However,

the measurement of noise annoyance may be in need of some

improvement. For example, Cohen and WeinsteÍn (19g1)

point out that Longitudinal studies are need.ed in order to
provide a more real"istic picture of noise reactions.

Mood State8

Peop]e often report that they are unabl-e to work as

weLl in noisy environments and that efficiency and

concentration are of t,en hindered in the presence of noise
(Loeb, 7975), Stave (1977) suggested that, in an attempt.

to compensate for this hindered concentration level ,
indÍvidual-s must expend more energy in order to maintain a

certain leveL of efficÍency. Even though this l-evel of
effÍciency is maintained, Stave noted that subjects
complain of mentat fatigue.

Increased tension in the presence of noise has also
been reported (Wohlwil-f , Nasar, Dejoy, and Foruzani,
f976). SimÍlarly, it was found that subject,s who bel-ieved

that they had no controL over the noise, were
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significantly more tense than subjects who felt that they
could control the noise (Glass, Reim, and Singer, l97L).
As weLL, higher anxiety scorês have al-so been reported for
those exposed to noise (75 clB; weightÍng unspecified) than
those in quiet conditions (EdseII , L973¡ cited in cawron,

1984 ) .

Gawron (1984) examined the effects of noise on

affectíve state ratings of the environment as a function
of session scheduling. Schedules were based by altering
whether subjects received quiet e (45 dB(A) ) or noisy N

(85 dB(A) ) situatÍons fírst or l_ast. The quiet and noisy
periods each lasted for one hour, fn comparison to a e_O

schedule, ratÍngs durÍng the e-N schedufe showed that
subjects tênded to rate the environment as being less
enjoyable, J-ess pleasant and less nice during the first
hour. Furthermore, subjects rated the noise as being more

annoying in the second hour even though half of them were

only exposed to 45 dB(A) noise levels. As wel], subjects
in the Q-N schedule indicated that the room temperature
was less comfortable (cooLer) than the e-e schedul_e.

although the room temperature was held constant.

Àftereffectg

ln the studies mentioned previously, concurrent
effects of noise were examined. In this sect,ion, concern
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wil-l- be given to those effects found after the terminatÍon
of noÍse. Such effects are referred to as aftereffects.
Cohen (1980a) points out that the notion that continuêd

exposure to a stressor may produce effects that appear

only after stimulus ternination has been in the stress
l-iterature for several years. However, the first
experimental st,udies of the post,exposure ef fect,s of
stressors on behavior v¡ere reported by Glass and Singer
(L972).

Generally, aftereffects research tends to yield more

consistent, resul-ts than concurrent effects research
(Cohen, 1980b). Às wel-I, cawron (1984) noted that even

though studies examining aftereffects of noise on

performance and affective stat,è are not as numerous as

those whích attempt to examine noise effects, the resul-ts
of the former Ëype of studies yield more consistent
results. Int,erestÍngly enough, when examining

aftereffects, the concept of noíse as a stressor becomes a

consistent thene (Cohen & Weinst,ein, J.9gli Spacapan &

Cohen, 1983). Like concurrent effects, a number of
expl-anations or theories exist that, attempt to expl_ain the
phenomena of aftereffects. ConsÍderation wifl now be

given to these theories of aftereffects.
One of the most frequently cited explanations of noise

aftereffects is the adaptive cost hypothesis (Glass &
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Singer, L972\, This hypothesis is based on the notion
that al-though humans can adapt to conditions t,hat are
extreme, there is a cost of adaptation, These researchers
suggested that aftereffects occur because the effort to
adapt to unpredictable and uncontroll-abLe stressors 1eave

peopJ.e less abLe to cope \,¿ith the demands at hand,

Furthermore, aftereffects can be reduced or eliminated on

a number of tasks if the subJects can predict or controf
the stressor (Glass et, aI ., L972¡ Spacapan & Cohen, 19g3),

Cohen (1980a) rêfers to this as the dissonance and self-
perception theory. Similarly, Cohen and Weinstein (1991)

suggest, that noise aftereffects are mainly a function of
cognitive factors such as predictability and

controllability rather than physical properties of the
noise. Percival and Loeb (lgB0) suggested that noises
characterized by multiple and rand.om peaks withín randomly
scheduLed noíse burst,s may be most effective with respect
to producing aftereffects. That is, not onl_y is the
unpredictabiJ-Íty of noise onset and offset important but,

also the presence of unpredictable intensity fluctuatÍons
within the bursts.

Änother approach, put forth by Glass and Singer,
(L972) derived from Seligman.s learned helpJ-essness

theory, proposes that people exposed to a st,ressor over
which they have little or no control learn not to try and
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cope. These researchers requíred subjects to work on

routine tasks during noise exposure or quiet and then

tested them on proofreading, soJ-uble and insoluble tracing
tasks, and the Stroop interference task. proofreading was

impaÍred, fewer attempts were made on the insolubLe
t,racing puzzles, and the stroop effect was increased. The

proofreading decrement however, has not been observed in
simil-ar experiment,s (WohlwíJ-I.et aL. t Ig76),

Within the capacity model of attention, Cohen (19T9)

accounts for postnoÍse deficíts as a result of the
deplet,ion of attentional capacÍty. Under this approach,

it is suggested that subjects possess a limited
attentional- capacity, some of which is depLeted in the
presence of stressors, As a result, less attentional
capacity is left over for the subsequent task demands.

Simil-ar to t,he GLass and Singer (I972) adaptive cost
hypothesis, this explanation predicts that greater
deplet,ion shoul_d resu.j.t during and after exposure to
unpredíctable noise because more att,entional effort is
expended to maintain adequate performance.

The l-ogic behind the examination of afteref fect,s is
that subjects wilÌ exert efforÈ during noise exposure but
will l-et down to some extent f olJ-owing terminatíon of
exposure. This notion is cl_osely related to poul-ton's

(1979) view that following exposure, thete is a diminution
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of arousal which may resuLt in a decrease in performance,

Poul-ton also suggests that at the start of noise exposure,

subjects may initialJ.y have an increase in arousal whÍch

may lead to an increase in performance. The telation of
this concept to the yerkes Dodson law becomes readiJ.y

apparent. The problem however, as poult,on (I977) points
out, is that almost any resul_t can be explained post hoc

in terms of this concept.

Cohen (1980b) provÍdes an explanatÍon of noise effects
by suggesting that expôsure to stressors that are
unpredictable and uncontroll-able may cause frustration,
annoyance, and irritation, As â resul-t, subject,s may be

less motivat.ed to perform subsequent tasks. This
expJ-anation is referred to as the frustration mood

hypothesis.

The persistent coping strategies explanation (Rodin e

Baum, 1978; cited in Cohen, 1980) suggests that strategies
used during stress exposure are maintained even after the
stressor has been terminated. poorer performance after
exposurê is explained by t,he fact that although strategies
used during exposure may have been effective, the same

strategy may not be ef fect.ive when t,he stressor is
terminated.

A f inal- explanation put forth by Glass and Singer
(f972) is thât subjects exposed to unpredictabj_e and
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unconlroll-abLe stress may form a negative attitude towards

the experimenter and the expêriment,al_ setting. It is
believed that once subjects form such an attitude, it is
lÍkely that they wiLt not work as hard on subsequent

tasks.

Although many aftereffects of noise exposure are
reported, the main focus of thÍs section will deal
primarily with frustration tolerance and annoyance

ratings. Fox example, percival_ and Loeb (19g0) had

subjects perform three tasks during exposure (number

comparison, addÍtion, and 1eËter checking) and found that
after noise êxposure (95 dB(A) ) subjects rated themsel-ves

as being more irritated and the noise as more unpleasant
than did subjects who experienced the quiet condition (46

dB(A) ).
À common measure of frustration tol-erance is the

Feather Task, Feather (1961) created a situation in which

subjects are exposed to soLuble and insolubJ.e puzzles.
The subjects were told some puzzJ-es are harder than
others. Feather took the t,ota1 tÍme spent in workÍng at
an insoluble item and the number of trials taken before
turning to t,he next puzzle as measures of what he called
persistence. In this situation Ít is assumed that the
subject wil-l- continue to persist at this task as 1ong as

the totaÌ motivation to perform outweighs the total-
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motivation t,o switch to an al-ternatÍve task or activity.
Many researchers have used the Feather task as a measure

of frustration tolerance (percival and Loeb, 1990).

Unl-ess otherwise noted, all studies reviewed. bel-ow used

the Feather Task.

cl-ass and Singer (1972) found that in comparison to a

control group not previously exposed to noise, subJects

exposed to unpredict,able 108 or 56 dB(À) noise showed l-ess

tolerance for frustration. It is important to note
however, that this effect is not specific to high
intensÍty noise. UnpredÍctable and uncontrollable
stressors such as eLectric shock, hÍgh density, and

bureaucratic stress have simiLar effects (see review by

Cohen, 1980b). As \^¿eIl_ noise aftereffects can be reduced

or efiminated by providing subjects wíth the expectancies
of when the stressor wil-L begin and end or by giving the
subject thê perception that they have control- over the
stressor. Therefore, noise aftereffects may be refated to
cognitive factors such as predictability and

controllability as well as to acoustic paramet,ers,

Decreased resistance to frust,ration fol-towing noise
exposure (80-85 dB; weighting unspecified) has been

reported even though no performance decrement durÍng
exposure to noíse was found (Wohlwi11, Nasar, Dejoy, &

Foruzani, I976), These authors suggested that the
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aftereffects of noise are independent of the ability of
noise to resuft in performance decrements.

In an interesting study, Spacapan and Cohen (1983)

questÍoned whether exposure to a stressor is necessary, or
if these effects can resul-t from the anticÍpation of a

stressor. In this study, submerging one's hand Ín
icewater was used as the stressor instead of noise
exposure, Decreased frustration toLerance as measured by

the Feather Task was found Ín those subjects expecting thê
icewater treatment, compared to subjêcÈs not expecting this
stressor. fn another experj.rnent, Spacapan and Cohen

(1983) found decreasing resistance to frustrat,ion in those
subjects expecting a stressor lnoise-100 dB(A) ).

However, contrary to consistent findings of decreased

resistance to frustration foll-owing stressor termination,
KLein and Beit,h (1985) found more attempts at the Feather
Task after exposure to 55 dB(A) and a easy percept,ual
rnotor task than an easy task with 90 dB(A) . As weL]_, more

attenpts were made in the Low noise condition (55 dB(A) )

than in the high noise condÍtion (90 dB(A) ) when a more

difficult task was used. These researchers suggested that
such results make it difficul-t to support the idea that
the Feather Task can be interpreted as decreased

frustration tolerance. Instead, the results are expJ.ained

in terms of residual arousal from previous noise and task
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demands .

One quest,ion lacking investigation in the noise
research literature is that of how tong such aft,eref fects
last after the termination of the particular stressor
used. Cohen (1980b) points out that the literature
contains no data on the time course of the effect.
Genera]J.y, poststimulatÍon requirements such as the
Feather task are administered shortly after stressor
t,ermination. Therefore, the questÍon remains as to
whether or not behavioral aftereffects such as frustration
toLerance dissipate quickly after exposure to noise. In
other words, research that incorporates a delay prior to
frustration tolerance measures is needed in order to
examine the duration of this effect. This question wil1
be addressed in this research.

Fiel-d research has also investigated stressor
aftereffects. For example, schoJ-astic performance has

been invest,igated outside of the stressful environment.
Cohen, Glass, and Singer (1973) studied thÍrd through
fifth grade children living in apartment buildings built
on a busy expressway. This study is similar to Bronzaft
and McCarthy (L9?5) except, that we are no$r dealing with
aftereffects and not concurrent. effects. These

researchers found that when tested in a quiet environment,
these children showed great,er impairment of auditory
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dÍscrimination and reading ability as compared t,o those

living in quieter apartments. As weII, the correlation
increased between noise and auditory discriminatíon with
the length of residence. SimiJ.arly, Cohen, Evans, KrarrLz,

and Stokols (1980) studied third and fourth grade children
who attended schoof in the air corrÍdor of a busy

metropolitan aírport. Chifdren from these noisy schools,
when t,ested Ín quiet,, showed poorer performance on both a

sinple and difficult puzzle so]vÍng tâsk and were rnore

likely to give up the task as compared to chÍLdren from
quiet schooJ-s.

The Last tvro studies, although correlational in
nature, provide evidence of noise effects on human

performance that, persíst outside of the noisy environment.
Poorer performance in this sÍtuation is generally
explained by the fact that noise interferes wiËh the
teaching-learning process which can result ín a cumuLative
progressÍve deficit. Cohen et a.l . , (I973) suggest that
noÍse infLuences children,s information processing
strategies.

In ]íght of aIf the existing theories and explanations
of noise aftereffects, Cohen (L9BOa) points out that it
may be unreasonable to assume that a unitary explanat,ion
can account for such effects, In this sense, a particular
aftereffect may be accounted for by a num.ber of such
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explanations. Nevert,heless, decreased frustration
tolerance seems to be a faÍrly consistent research

finding, although the duration of the effect has not
received any research attention.

O¡qanigmic Varfables

In view of the many mediating factors used t,o êxplain
detrimental effects as a result of noise exposure, it is
not surprising that evidence is accumulating with respect
to individual difference variabl-es (Eysenck, l9?7;
Weinst.ein, 1978). Cohen and Ï{eÍnstein (LggL) concl-uded

that an individuals' response to any particular noise is a

function of its physical properties¿ its meaning and

significance, and respondent characterístics. These

latter characteristics incLude gender, biological rhythms,
noise sensitÍvity, and personality dimensions.

A number of researchers have adopted different
approaches with respect to the examination of individual
differences and noise effects, Not only are people

different in theÍr initial responses t,o their physica]-

surroundings, they al-so differ in their ability to adjust
to aversive surroundings, However, V{einstein (1979)

poínts out that few att,empts to examine individual
differences exist. fn the case of gender, the problem is
that many studies faiJ_ to include females in their
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research. For example, Hudgens and Billingsley (1979)

reviewed the journals Human Factors and Ergonomícs from

i.965 through 1976 and found that nearly half of the
studies examined incÌuded only male subjects; nearJ.y a

quarter incLuded femaLesi and nearly a third gave no

indication as t,o the subjects sex. The questíon is, then,
are the sexes differentía1ly influenced by noise?

Using a computer paced arithmetic tâsk for both sexes

tested at two periods Ín the day, Baker, HoJ-ding, and Loeb

(1984) found no overaLl performance deficits in the
presence of noise (95 dB(A,)), Howevêr, significant
interactíons were found. Men's performance in the
presence of noise was worse in the morning, but noÍse

improved their afternoon scores. On the other hand, women

tended to show the teverse of these effects, improving

with noise in the morning condition, but, performing even

better in quíet l-ater in the day.

In a similar study, Loeb, Hol-ding, and Baker (1992)

examined the performance of mal-es and females using the
Norinder menta.I arithmetic task in quiet or in noise, and

either in the morning (when arousal is believed low) or
during the earl-y evening when arousal is beLieved t,o be

high, The findings indicated that nal_es shov¡ed a

significant decline in the nunber of problems attempt,ed in
the morning, and an interaction as a result of a reversal-
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of the noÍse effects in the evening.

Cristie and clickman (1980) reported that femal-es tend
to perform best under fairly quiet conditions whil-e the
performance of maLes is either not affected. or even

improved by the presence of noÍse. Using the Standard

Progressive Matrices or Lhe Step Reading Test (¡'orm 3)

with noise conditions (40 versus 70 dB(Ã) ) and two l-evel_s

of inteJ.ligence (above versus below average) other
researchers have found no sex differences of perforrnance

under noise exposure (Edmonds & Smith, 1995). Moreover,

in a study prevÍously discussed ]_¡ahtela et aI., (19g6)

demonstrat,ed that noise ef fect,s on performance cannot be

identífied by such criteria as age and sex.

One personality dimension cit,ed Ín the noise

literature is noise sensitivity. WeinsteÍn (197g)

developed a 21 question instrument to assess self-reported
sensitivÍty to noise. The questions emphasized affective
reactions to noise and avoided asking direct. questions
about noise as an environmental problem. Weinstein
divÍded his subjects on the basis of this questionnaire
into noise sensitive and noise insensitive groups. This
study investigated differences among indÍvidual-s in their
initial reactions to noise along with their ability to
adapt t,o noise over a longer period of time. To

accomplish this, dormitory noise disturbance was obtained
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for both groups early in the schoo] year and seven months

l-ater. The results indicated that noise sensitÍve
sLudents became increasíngly disturbed durÍng the year and

were more bothered by dormitory noise. No change was

found with noise insensitive students. Furthermore,

correl-ations reveal-ed that noise sensitive students are

lower ín schoLastic ability, are fess secure in social
interactÍons, and have a greater desire for privacy than
noise insensitive subjects. Using Weinstein,s scale, Topf
(1985) found that noise sensitivity could be used for
predictive purposes wÍth respect to hospitaL dÍsturbances,

Similarly, Smith and Stansfel-d (L986) compared self-
reports of subjects, everyday errors who Líved in areas of
either high or low aircraft noise. Subjects were further
divided as to whether or not they considered themselves to
be highJ-y sensítive to noise or not, Examinatíon of these
self-reports indicated that the noise sensitive and high
aircraft noise groups reported a higher frequency of
everyday errors, .Anothêr dimensíon of personalÍty that
appears in the noise literature is that, of Type A

(coronary prone) and Tl¡pe B (noncoronary prone) behaviour
patterns. Basically, TI/pe A individual-s are characterÍzed
by competitÍveness ând the desire to succeed while Type B

individuals are descrÍbed as being more relaxed, Moch

(1984) examined noise sensitivity in reJ_ation to thÍs
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dimension of behaviour patterns. Subjects of both Tl4>e A

and Tlæe B behaviour patterns were exposed to steadily
increasing noise level-s (68 - 110 dB(A) ) while performing

a simple and a complex task. The results Índicated no

signÍficant difference betwêen behaviour patterns on the
simpÌe task, with the cornplex task however, Tlæe A

Índividuals maintaÍned performance while the performance

of Type B individuals was lowered.

Mech (i-953) noted that subjects att,itudes towards

noise wiLl determine performance 1evel- when exposed t,o

noise. Mech manipulated the attitudinal set of subjects,
One group was told that noise facilitates performance, a

second group was informed that noise interferes wit,h

performance, a third group was told that, noise sometimes

interferes or sometj-mes facil-itates performance, and a
control group $7as given no information, Mech found that
the subjective state given to the subJects affected
performance in the presence of noise in the suggested

direction. Thus group one showed improved performance

while group two showed a decrease in performance.

However, the effect only lasted for the first, four days of
the eight day experiment. During days 5 and 6,

performance for the first and second groups deteriorated
from the Level attaÍned on previous days whiJ-e the control
groups' performance remained the same. That is, group one
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showed a reversaf in performance whil_e group two continued
to go down-hilJ-.

In a more recent experiment, Gawron (1992) estabfÍshed
three psychologicaJ- statês by teJ.ling groups of subjects
that noÍse either degrades, facil-itates, or has no effect
on performance, whiJ-e a control group was given no

informat,ion. Varying feveLs of 55, 70, or g5 dB(A) were

presented to subjects whi]-e performing a four task
adaptive-criterÍon battery. In contrast to Mech (L953),
these results did not show that subjects, psychological
set or state is a major factor mediatÍng the effects of
noise on performance. However, psychological or
subjective state interacted wÍth noise intensíty and task
complexity, In the presence of foud noise, the best
perfornance was found in the group that was informed that
noise faciLit,ates performance, and for the delayed digit
canceling task group, This task had subjects press a key

corresponding to the digit that inmediately preceded the
one currently . displayed .

Another personality dimension, and the main concern of
this review, is that of extroversion-íntroversion (E-I).
On the one hand, extroverts are generally described as

sociable, impuJ.sive, 1ively, and emotionaJ-Iy expressíve.
On the other hand, int,roverts are described as quÍet,
emotionalLy unexpressive preferring small groups of
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frÍends, and introspective, Morris (1979) argues that
extraverted and introverted tendencÍes in behavÍour apply
to a variety of situatíons, may be expressed in various
areas of lÍfe, and appear early in childhood.
Extraversion is a stable personality characteristic, and

Índividual- differences along a continuum of the E-f
dimension are clearly identifiable, Graziano, Feldsman,

and Rahe (l-985) suggest a number of reasons why this
dÍmension of personality has receÍved so much research
attention. For exampLe, this dimension can be used to
describe colnmon social- behaviors, has been related to
success, clinícal disorders, heal-th risks, and career
choices, As weIl, this dimension may help to link biology
and social psychology.

Eysenck (f967) suggests that the basic dÍfference
between extroverts and introverts is bioJ.ogical, centered
on the reticul-ar activating system of the brain. In
essence, it is believed that introverts have a l-ower

threshold of arousal of the reticuLar activat,ing system

than do extroverts. This system Ís said to monitor
incoming neural- impulses from environmental stimulation
and excites or Ínhibits responses of higher brain centers.
Therefore, this system is thought to regul-ate arousal
Levefs. As a result, introverts experience greater
arousal- t,han extroverts at l-ower intensity stimulation.
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However, once sËimul_us Íntensity exceeds some optinal
leve1, a reduction in cortical arousal_ may occur. This
optimal l-evel is said to be l-ower for introverts. As

well, Eysenck noted that individual-s strive to maintain a

positive hedonic tone with respect to incoming

stimuLation. When stimul"atÍon is too strong or too weak

it results Ín negative hedonic tone which the indivÍduaL
strives t,o reduce or increase in order to ret,urn to a

posítÍve hedonÍc tone. As a resul-t of extroverts having a

.Lower l-evel- of cortical- excitation they will require a

higher optirnal l-evel of stimutation in order to produce a

positive hedonic tone than it wÍII for introverts.
Therefore, at high leve1s of stimulation introverts will
show stimulus avoidance, whi.Le at low levels of
stimulation, extroverts will_ show stimulus hunger.

Eysenck (i.967) outlines two reasons to explain the
rel-ationship between personality and the cortical
inhibition-excitation not,ion. First of all, humans differ
with respect to the speed of excitation and inhibition and

the speed at which inhÍbition dissipates. These

differences are said t,o be the result of properties of the
physical structures whÍch are associated with stimulus-
response connect.ions. Second, individuats that have

slowly generated excitatory potentials which are

relatively weak, may be predisposed to develop introverted
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patterns of behaviour. Furthermore, individual-s whose

reactive inhibitíon develops quÍckly, and who generate

strong reactíve Ínhibitions which slowfy dissÍpate may be

predisposed towards ext,raverted patterns of behaviour,
Those characterized by weak reactive inhibitions that are
generated sIowly and dissipate quickly may be predisposêd

to deveJ-op introvert,ed patterns of behavíour. Based on

this, Eysenck hypothesized that the sensory thresholds of
introverts are lower than those of ext,roverts as a result
of a higher efficiency of performance assocÍat,ed with
cortical excitatÍon,

Introvetts are generally shown to be superior than

extrovert,s on Laboratory tasks that involve noticing an

atypical occurrence in a long and repet,itive stimulus
array (Claridge, j.962). Eysenck (L967 ) accounts for this
phenomenon Ín terms of the accumul_at,ion of reactive
inhibition during thè task which eventually produces an
j.nvoJ-untary rest pause (IRp). Therefore, if the IRp

coincides wit.h the stimufus/ the subject wÍll fail- to
notice and respond to it. SÍnce extroveïts are more

susceptible to inhibition, they should experience more

fRP¡s and exhibit poorer vigiJ_ance performance.

VigÍlance task performance has shown that introvert,s
report a higher proportion of signals t,han extroverts
(Bakan, 1959). Thi6 superiority of introverts has been
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explained by the notion that at low to moderate l-evel_s of
stimul-at,ion, introvert,s show higher l_evels of arousa] than
extroverts (Geen, 1984). Further evidence that individual
differences in the arousal of introverts and extlcoverts
in vigilance performance qras found in a study in which

different levefs of arousal were created through t,he

manipuLation of levels of subject stimulation (Keist,er and

Mclaughlin, L972). Different stimuLation level-s were

produced by providing either caffeine or a placebo to
subjects prior to a vigíJ_ance sessÍon. The resulLs showed

that when a placebo was administ,ered, signal detect,íon
among extroverts dropped off during the fÍnal portion of
the session, whereas det,ection among int,roverts did not.
However, foJ-lowing caffeine, neit,her Íntroverts or
extroverts showed a decrease in detection across the
experiment. This study suggests t,hat extroverts can

become as sensitive to signals as introverts when subject
stimulation exceeds fevels found in typical experiments.

ïn an attempt to examine Eysenck's (1967) hypothesis
concerning the relationship between arousal and

extraversÍon, Thompson and Mueller (1984) took autonomic

measures from introverts and extrovert.s as measured by the
Eysenck Personal-ity Inventory (EpI) irnrnediately before and

during sleep. pre-sl-eep measures (heart rate and skÍn
potential- response rate (SpR)) showed no sÍgnificant
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difference betvreen introvert,s and extroverts. However, in
the fourth to sixth hour of sl-eep. introverts showed

higher SPR,s. Al-though this research is not. consistent
with the arousal- hypothesÍs it may be the case that, as

Geen (1984) points out, that introverts and extroverts may

show litt1e difference in arousa] at 1ow fevels of
st,imulation. Thompson and Muefler (1984) note that. the
sleep laboratory is an unst,imulat,ing environment and., as

such, may not, be rel-evant with respect to examining the
arousal hl¡pothesÍs,

Smith and Wigglesworth (1978), using noise intensities
of 60, 80, and 100 dB (weighting unspecified) found that
extroverts habituate nore rapidly than j-ntroverts at
higher intensities. These researchers suggest that if
habituation rate is inversely rel-ated to arousal leveI ,

then extroverts have l-ower arousal 1evels. However, the
resul-ts may only reffèct the fact that, because extroverts
only habituated more rapidty under high int,ensity
stimulation¿ heightened arousal_ is necessary for the
relat,ionship to hold .

One crÍticism leveled at t,he arousal- potential theory
(Eysenck, 198L) is t,hat it, aLlows for either a positÍve,
negatÍve, or no l-inear reLationship between extraversion
and arousaL. Furthermore, Matthews (19g5) points out that
arousal is often maniputated without being measured
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directJ.y, A further probfem comes from the research of
Revelle, Humphreys, Simon, and Gill-il_and (1980) which

demonstrated that the interactive effects of the EpI

impulsivity, which is a dÍvision or subclass of
extraversion, and caffeine in the morning are consist,ent
with Eysenck's (1967) predictions. However, in the
evening, the interaction is opposite to the predÍction and

can not be accounted for by the yerkes Dodson Law if
impulsivity is negativeLy related t,o arousal-. Moreover,

such resufts demonstrate that time of day may be an

important factor to manipuJ.ate and that non-extreme times
of day (12 noon and 6 p.m. ) should be consídered so that
arousaf woufd not be too confounded with time of day.

fn a slightly different approach to the E-f dimension,

Stelmack and Pl-ouf fe (i-983) suggest that introverts and

extroverts vary wit,h reBpect to differences in stÍmul-us

reception and encodinçJ processes,

A major problem occurs when the extraversion-arousal
interaction performance data is not consistent vrÍth
predictions made. Matthews (19g5) suggests three
potential- reasons for predictive faÍfure. First of all,
the Yerkes Dodson Law rnight not appJ.y to the particular
Èask and stressors used. Second1y, the relationship
betTreen extraversion and arousal might not be \^rhat \^ra s

expected. Lastly, the assumptÍon of a curvil_inear
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rel-ationship between arousal and performance may not hol-d

true.

What then are some of the resul_ts found using the E_I

dimension and noise exposure? In an interestíng study,
Campbell and Hawley (1982) examined library study
l-ocations and found that extroverts generally occupied

locations that provided greater external_ stimulatÍon. As

wel-1, positive correl_at,ions were found between

extraversion and preferred level- of noise (measured by

questionnaire) and preferred level of socÍalizing
opportuníties .

On the basis of subject classifications on the EpI

Geen, McCown, and Broyl-es (1985) had subjects perform a

vigilance task while being stimulated with noise Levels of
eíther 65 or 85 dB (weighting unspecified), These

researchers also adhere to the notíon that differences in
arousability underlie the E-I dimensÍon. The resul-ts
indicated that in the high noise condition/ introverts
showed a decrease in detection rate. Under the low noÍse
condition, introverts showed an increase in detection
rates whÍle extroverts showed the opposite. SígnaJ_

detection analysis (d'; difference between normal curve
deviations assocíat.ed with the proportÍon of det.ections
and false alarms ) revealed that inÈroverts were more

sensitive to signals than extroverts in the low noÍse
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condition. However / under high intensity noise,
introverts showed a decÌease in sensitivity to signaLs

whil-e extrovert,s showed a slight íncrease in sensitivity.
The resul-ts were explaíned by the curvilinear relatíonship
that exists between st,imul_ation and. arousal, that being,
as stimulatíon increases so d.oes arousal up to a ceïtain
point at which it then begins to decline, pavlov cafled
the point. of stimulus intensity at which this reversaL
occurs the threshold of transmarginal inhibition (Gray,
l-964). It shoul_d al_so be pointed out that an analysis of
data by the sex of the subjects revealed no main effects
or interactions.

Of main concer.n at this point is the relationship
between the extraversion-introversion dÍmension and the
need for, or avoidance of, sensory stimulation or input.
Eysenck (f967 ) suggested that, when given a free choice of
stimulation, higher Levels of intensity should be chosen

by extroverts .

Davies, Hockey, and Taylor (1969) usj.ng Íntroverts and

extroverts, examÍned the effects of the choice of varied
auditory stimulation or sil_ence while performing a

vigilance task, varied audítory stimulat,ion consisted of
a tape-recording of varied sound.s at g0 dB (weighting
unspecified). The resul_ts of this study provide support
for t,he notion of stimul_us hunger in that significantly
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more extroverts than introverts selected varíab]e auditory
stimul-ation whiLe significantty more Íntroverts sefected
siLence (50 dBt weightíng unspecifÍed).

Ludvigh and Happ (L974) hypothesized that there is a

posítÍve correl-ation between extraversion scotes and the
amount of ambient il-l_umination and sound needed to result
Ín optÍmum hedonic tone or to create a slightly unpleasant
level of hedonic tonê. Using subJects identified as

extroverts, they were placed alone Ín a dark, soundproof

room. After an adaptatÍon period, subJects adJusted a

variabLe J-ight source to the preferred, comfortablê l_evel.

Following this, the lights were turned off and sound

(background music) was turned on. The subjects adJusted

the sound to the comfort,able level . The experimenter then
recorded both the light and sound settÍng. Statistical
support was not found for the hypothesis that a positive
correl-ation exists bet\,.¡eên extraversion and the amount of
sensory stÍmul-ation preferred to produce optÍmum hedonic

tone. However, introverts and. extroverts do differ with
respect to what constit,utes an uncomfortable high l-evel- of
stimuLation even though they are not different v¡ith
respect to preferred level of stimulation. Geen (1994)

attempted to determine if int.roverts and extroverts, as

identÍfied by the EpI¡ show differences in task
performance when subjects are given a choice of stimul-us
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noise fevel- Íntensity. The resul-ts indicated that
extroverts general-]y chose a higher level of noise than
int,roverts, paíred associate learning v¡a s best when both
introverts and extroverts chose the level- of noise,
Furthermore, arousal (as measured by pulse rate and skin
resistance responses) was equal across Íntroverts and

ext,roverts when noise intensity was Índividual.ì.y chosen or
presented to yoked members of the same personality
cfas sificat,ion .

EIliott (1971) conducted research in an attempt to
exarnine dífferences betr4reen extrovert,s and introverts of
both sexes at two age levels (approxímateLy 11 and 6

years) in t.erms of noise to.Ierance. Subjects were given
earphones carrying white noise set at 40 dB (weÍghting
unspecifíed) and a button switch. Subjects were told that
the noisê will get louder and louder and instructed t,o

press the button when they did not want the noíse to get
any louder. Upon pressÍng the button, the noise woul-d

then get softer and softer. Subjects were instructed
that, when the noise was soft enough, rel-ease the button
and the noise will get louder and l_ouder agaÍn. The

results showed that mean age differences are minimal whil-e

a significant sex difference was found., t,hat bêÍng, boys

have a higher noise tolerance than gÍrls. Furthermore/
the resul-ts showed that extrovert,s have a higher Level- of
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noÍse tolerance than introverts. That is, introverts tend
to show stimulus avoidance at a lower intensity than

extroverts. Extroverts demonstrated stimulus avoÍdance

but at a much higher Level of stimul_âtion. For example,

híghly extraverted subject6 showed a mean noise tol-erance

of approximat.ely 96 dB; fairly extraverted subjects showed

a mean noise tolerance of 76 dB; fairly introverted
subjects demonstÏated a mean noise t,olerance of Z2 dB; and

highly introvert.ed subject,s showed a mean noise toLerance
of approximatel_y 64 dB.

Matthevrs (1985 ) examined t,he ef f ect,s of t,ime of day

and extraversion on act,ivation (measured by a
questionnaire), and for the effects of time of day, noise
(80 - 105 dBt SPL), extraversion, and arousal (as measured

by a questionnaire) on performance. The results indicated
that extroverts performed better under high activation at
midday than introverts. However, ÍntroverËs tended to
perform better under high activation in the evening.
These results suggest that the yerkes Dodson Law may not
play such a cruciaf role in the effects of ext.raversion on

performance,

As a final note, it should be point,ed out that
extraversion and sensation seeking have both been

theoretically related to the notion of optínaL leveL of
stimulation. However, fittle was known about the
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rel-ationship between the test measures of extraversion and

sensation seeking. Eysenck and Zuckerman (1979)

adninistered the EpI and the Sensation Seeking Scale (SSS)

to ovêr one thousand Àmerican and English subjects.
Sensation seeking was found to be posítively correl-ated
with extraversion and psychoticism. fn fact, Zuckerman

(I974¡ cit,ed in Eysenck and Zuckerman, 197g) suggested

that sensation seeking is an uninhibited, nonconforming,

impulsive, dominant type of extraversion.
The above studÍes cLearly indicate that organismic

variables shouLd receive attention or consideratíon in
noise research studies. In fact, the inclusion of
organismic factors may help to cfear up some of the
exist.íng confusion. However, WeinsÈein (1929) poÍnts out
that few attempts t,o examine indívidual differences exist.

HvÞotheseB

Even though Cohen and Weinstein (1991), suggest that
noise effects will be greatest when the noise is (1)

unpredictable, (2¡ goal disruptive, (3) unnecessary, and,

(4) if the noise is representative of something

undesirable to the indÍvidual, it is stil1 diffÍcult to
predict an effect in any given situation. This is partly
because it is important to examine complex interactions
t^¡i th personality variabJ_es, the subjects, abilÍty at the
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task/ time of day, and task dif ficul_ty. Furthermore, the
significance and meaning of the noi6e to the subject
should be explored, as well as previous exposure rates and

2the degree to which it interferes with work or feisure
activities.

Noise eLicits emotional responses in that "it annoys,

awakens, angers, distracts, frustrates, and. creates
stressors that resul_t Ín physiological and psychological
problems" (CheremÍsinoff and ElJ.erbusch, 19g2; p.1). This
stat,ement, al-ong with the studies reviewed, cLearl-y

indicat,e the psychological- inpact that noise has. Às a

resuLt of this psychological impact, it may be important
to include organismic variables when conducting noÍse
research. That is, by dividÍng subjects int,o groups along
this personaJ.ity dirnension, it may help to remove some

confusion that exÍsts in the LÍterature, The proposed

research is aimed prÍmarily at this dimension of
personalÍty. A number of specific questions will be

addressed. First, how is the task performance of
introverts and extroverts affected when exposed to
different noise leve1s? Second., what effect wiLt a

particular level of noíse have on the frustration
tolerance, aftereffect as measured by the Feat,her task?
Lastly, what is the duration or time course of the
fxustratÍon tolerance aftereffect? In other words, wil_l
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such an aftereffect, be present when the Feather task is
administered several- minutes after noÍse exposure?

More specifically, it was hypothesized that the
performance of introverts and extroverts wilJ. vary as a

function of noise l-evel . That ís, introverts were

predicted to perform best under low noise conditÍons while
extroverts were predict,ed to perform best under the higher
noise condition. The performance of int,roverts in the Low

noise condition wil_l not be different from the performancê

of extroverts Ín the high noise condition. Äs r,rrel-l,

performance levels of introverts ín the high noise
condition will be simifar to that, of extroverts in the fow

noise condÍtion.

Eysenck (1967) suggested t,hat individuaLs strÍve to
maintain a positive hedonic tone with respect to ÍncomÍng

stimulation, When stimulÍ are too strong or weak it
resul-ts in negative hedonic tone which t,he individual
strives t,o reduce in order to return to a state of
positive hedonic tone. t{ith this in mind, it wâs

hypothesízed that when introverts and. extroverts are
placed Ín a situation where they may experience negative
hedonic t,one, the ÍndivÍdual- wÍLl need to recover from
this and as a resul-t less frustration toLerance wilI be

observed. More specifically, introvert,s in the high noise
condition wilL denonstrate fess f rust,ration tol_erance than
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introverts in the low noÍse condition, and, extroverts in
the low noise condition will- show l_ess frustrat,ion
tolerance Ëhan extroverts in the high noise condition. It
was also hypothesized that when a delay is given prior to
Feather task adminÍstration, the number of attempts at the
insol-vable puzzles wil-I Íncrease in the situations where

introverts are exposed. to high noise levels and where

extroverts are exposed to I or^¡ noise leveLs. However, the
dífference between extroveïts in the high noise condítion
and introverts in t,hê low noise condition \Mere not
predicted to show significant differences between the
delay and immediate frustration tolerance measure.
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Method

SubJ ects

Subjects were selected from a pool of 206 introductory
psychology student,s at the UniversÍty of Manitoba who had

previously compl-eted the Eysenck personality Inventory.
On the basis of thÍs inventory, 80 subjects (40 males, 40

femal-es ) \^¡ere selected to partícipate in the study based

on the criteria of being identified as extraverted or
introverted. Subjects ranged in age from 1? to 25 with a

mean age of 18.9 years. Subjects also met the criteria
of being the most extraverted or int,roverted from the
sample pooJ., Part,ícípation ín this study resulted Ín
partial fulf i1l-¡nent of subjects, experimentaf credit
participation requirements .

MateriaLs

EyBenck PerËonalitv fnventory (EpI). The Eysenck

Personality Inventory (EpIi Eysenck and Eysenck, 196g)

includes the dimensions extravers íon-introvers ion (E) and

neuroticism-stabi lÍty (N), Each of these traÍts is
measured by 24 questions enbedded into a 57 item
questionnaire Ín which the respondent answers yes or no.

A lie scale is al-so incfuded to detect false answers. The

EPI is a further development of the Maudsley personality

Invent,ory with which it correlates highly. There are a
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number of advantages to using the EpI. First, the EpI has

two paralLeL forms which make it possible to retest after
experÍmental- treatment. Second., the items are not
dÍfficul-t to understand. Third it cont,aíns a Lie Scale,
Fourth, the retest reliabÍÌity of the EpI is in excess of
.85 even after perÍods of several months, Last1y, there
is evÍdence of its validity as a d.escriptive tool of the
behavioral manifestations of personality. The EpI is
scored by aligning the appropriate scoring key over the
completed ansrarer sheet and counting one point for each

bfackened answer space. The score for each scale Ís the
sum of these responses,

The dimensÍon E (extraversion-int,roversion ) tends to
decl-Íne with age. Women tend to score lower on E than men

but seldom does this difference exceed one third of a

standard deviaËion .

Generally a score of 4 or 5 on the Lie Scale of both
form A and B would constitute potentiaL subject faking
(Eysenck and Eysenck, 1968). Form A (Appendix A) will be

used in this research. Therefore¡ subjects whose Lie
Scal-e score exceeds 4 were not incLuded in this research,

Offíce Tasks

The office tasks used included the fol-Lowing (Ä.ppendix

B).
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Àccounting L,edger ilob (ÀIJitl, The ÀtJ is essentially a

visuaL search task, developed to provide a fairly
demanding task for the subjêcts. The subJects are
reguested to search, as quickly as possible, for three,
three-digiË numbers in a matrix of 16 X 50 three digit
numbers (e.9., Appendix C; whích demonstrates hits). The

subjects may use their own strategies and are not reguired
t.o find afl t,hree numbers before moving on to the next
page and another set of numbers. However, subject,s will
be given two minutes to search each page, .A,t the end of
thís period subjects are required to stop working and

proceed to the next, pagê,

The AIJ is a pile of L0 indÍvidually different sheet,s.

The numbers in the matrix of each sheet are randomly
positioned, non-repeatíng, and range from 111 to 999.

Each sheet contains three target, numbers listed on top of
the natrix, The three individual digits of the target
numbers are also non-repeating. The matrix is divided
ínto four I X 25 number quadrants with each target number

being found in a different quadrant. The t,hree quadrants
per sheet that contain target numbers wil-I be randomly
chosen, as weLf as the target numbers t,hemsel-ves.

The cferical- visual search task wifl be used because

Hughes and McNel-is (1978) suggested that this task is
representative of the conmonly encountered visual tasks in
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an office setting. l^foodhead (1964) int,roduced random

number searchÍng by having a rotating drum of 4500 random

digits. Numbers were arranged in rows of tens with a

certain number circl_ed ín each row. The subject was to
find the numbers matching the circled number for each row.

Woodhead (I964), usÍng Íntermittent white noise (l-L0 db &

70 db SPL; weightíng unspecified) versus a quiet
situation, found that t,he number of errors dÍd not differ
across situations but that there was an increase in not
finding the círcled numbers with the intermittent noise
s ituations .

Harris (Lgl2) used pairs of two digit numbers randomly

distributed in 15 coLumns for 20 sheets, The subject was

to recognÍze the first number of the pair and copy down

the corresponding second number of that pair. Under

intermittent (105 db for 125 msec, 50t cycle) and

continuous noise situat,ions, sub ject,s compLeted

significant,ly fewer sheets compared to control condít,ions.
Warner and Heimstra (1971, L972, Lg?3) did a seríes of

studies of visual searches for letters against g, 16, and

32 background letters. The noise exposure ranged from
intermittent (0¡ 30, 70/ 100t) noise to continuous noise
at various levels (0¡ 80, 90, 100 db; weighting
unspecified). AÌL three studies showed a complex

int,eraction occurring with both Level of noÍse and task
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difficulty interacting in dífferent ways at different
fevefs.

Telephonê Book Task. Essentially a visua.I search

task, the telephone book task was developed in an attempt
to make conditÍons sirnilar to real world set,t,ings.

Subjects were required to search through the dÍrectory for
particular names and record the corresponding phone

number.

Winnipeg phone directories (f986) were provided ro
each student, As wel1, a separatê sheet of paper with
bl-ank Lines (AppendÍx D) was provided in order for
subjects to record the nunbers that they located.
Subjects were present,ed three names at a time, and woul_d

have to remember t.hem while searching. In ord.er.to make

this task more demanding/ l-ast names with many J.istings
(greater than five) were chosen, As rarell_, the names were

presented via project,or for only 7 second.s, That is,
names were projected on the front wa1l of the experiment,al_

room. Individual l_etters were 18 cm high and 13-16 cm

wide, fnstructions were read to the subjects before they
started (AppendÍx B). This task would last fox 20

minutes.

Perceptual Task (pT). Developed by Feather (1961),
t,he perceptual task was used in this research as an

aftereffect measure of frustrat,ion toLerance. The task
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itself consists of four diagrams (Appendix E) arranged in
separate piles in front of each subject. Two of t,he

diagrams are solvable whiLe two are Ínsolvable. The

arrangement of these dÍagrams fol_l_owed the pattern; first
pile is soJ-vabJ-e, second is insolvable, third is solvable,
and the fourth is insol-vable, Instructions (Appendix B)

were presented to subjects before the task began.

Subjects received 40 seconds for each puzzle and coul_d

have as many at,tempt.s at any particul_ar puzzJ-e. Hor^¡ever,

once they changed puzzles they could not return to work on

a previous figure.
elass and SÍnger (L972) first used this task as a

measure of frustration. Subjects' persistence, as

measured by the number of attempts on the insol_vable

diagrams, was Ínterpreted as their abitity to tolerate
frustration. Results of this study indicated t,hat fewer
attempts were rnade at the insolvable puzzles under loud,
unpredictable noise than subjectê exposed to soft
unpredict,able noise. Cohen (J.980) concJ.uded that
frustration tolerance is a consistently found aftereffect.
As welJ-, Cohen pointed out that the duration of this
aftereffects measurè is yet to be determined.

OffLce Envirorurent EvaLuatíon (OEE). The OEE

(Appendix F) is a twel_ve item questionnaire designed to
access subjects' evaluations of the office environment.
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Thê OEE asks subjects to rate such things as office noise,
office lighting, temperature, work space, air quality, and

whether or not they f el_t that t,he room was comfortabl-e.

The main items of concern are those dÍrected at ratings of
office noÍse. Items were answered on the basís of a five
point scale ranging from 1 ',Not at aLl" to 5 "extreme1y,,.

Post Experimental Oue8t,ionnaire (pEO). In order to
deter¡nine whether or not subject,s were aware of the
purpose of the study, a post experimentaf questionnaire
was given (Appendix B). This task required subjects to
anshrer two questÍons concerning their opÍníons about t,he

purpose of the study and how they thought they were to
perform.

Feedback Sheet,. The feedback sheet rêvealed the Ërue

nature of the study to the subjects (Àppendíx H). This
sheet al-so explained why deception was necessary and some

preliminary results of the study. The feedback sheet was

dÍstributed to the subjects at the end of the term to
fulfill ethical requirements.

Office Settlnq. The experimentaL room (Height X Widt,h

X Lengthi 2,44 X 3.35 X 7.82 n) contained l-0 tabl-es (each/
0.77 X 1.07 x 0.77 m)/ and two speakers (45 watts each, at
the back of the room) . The room was set up to resemble an

office setting. For the experimenter, s identifÍcation,
the tables were numbered from one to ten. If facing the
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speakers at the back of the room, tabÌe one was at the far
rÍght end just in front of the rÍght speaker. The numbers

continued to five along t,he right, wall and tabj_e six was

at the front of the room on the l-ef t side. Then the
numbers progressed from tabl_e six to tabl-e ten just in
front of the l-eft speaker. Each table was sel-f-contained
and did not require the subject to get up to compLete the
experiment. Starting from the far Left hand corner of the
tabl-e (movÍng right) was the Accounting Ledger Job task,
the Phone Book and Records page, foLlowed by the
Frustration Tolerance task (four piles of paper), and in
the file bin on the far right hand corner was the Office
Environment Eval-uation (OEE), the post Experimental

ouestionnaÍre (pEe), and the Leisure Interest task (LIT).
During experímental sessions the room temperature

ranged from 20-22 degrees C. As well, in order to get an

average illumÍnance of L000 l-ux for the ent,ire room, the
lighting was ad just,ed around TabJ_e 1 and ranged from 990

to 1040 1ux.

Offlce Noíse, The office noise was taped in the
Psychology General_ office at the University of Manitoba,
Two 45 minute sessions were taped 15 minutes after Iunch

hour on BASF LH-EI 90 tapes. One tape was of the
secretaries' work environment and the other was taped in
the photocopy room. The microphones were placed at the
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nort.h and south ends of the rooms. They were not
conspicuous, though the secretaries were aware of their
presence. The two tapes were mixed together to get a

conglomerate of office noises. .An acoustÍc anal_yzer (Gen

Rad Model 1988 precision Integration Sound LevêI Meter and

.A,na1yzer ) was used to evaLuate the office noise. The

microphone of the analyzer was positioned at the center
point of the room at a height of 1.05 m. The acoustic
analyzer allows for three measurements which characterize
the noise. The equivalent continuous sound. ]eve1 (LEe) is
an integrated measure of the acoustic energy l_evel for
varied noÍse leveLs over a gíven time perÍod. In other
words, the I_.,EQ is the constant sound. pressure 1evel- that
would produce the same acoustic energy as the tíme varying
sounds did during the measurement period. The sound

exposure leve] (SEL) is the total_ sound level energy

measured over the time period ( summed mean square SpL).
The maximum sound pressure level (MAXSPL) is the highest
instantaneous SPL measurement registered on t,he acoustic
analyzer during the measurement period.

Tabfe 1 illustrates the LEe, SEI_,, and MÀXSPL measures

found at each table \,Jhen the noise l_evels from thê central
measuring point of the roon were set at 52 dB(A) (LEe, Iow)

or 71 dB(À,) (LEQ/ hÍgh). In taking these measurements, rhe
microphone was placed at l-, 05 m which is approximat,ely ear
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level- for seated subjects (see Table L),
The evaluation of the office noise was conducted by

using a 5 minute interval at the start of the offÍce noise
tape. The low noise condition was set at 52 dB(A) LEe, 77

dB(A) SEL, and had a 64 dB(A) MAXSPL. The high noise
condition was set at 7t dB(Ä) LEe, 96 dB(A) SEI_,, and g2

dB(A) MAXSPL. As Tabl-e 1 demonstrates, there is only at
maximum a 2 dB(A) LEQ dÍfference across the tables in the
low noise condition and a 1 dB(A) LEe difference across

the high noise condition,
.A, number of fact,ors were invo.Ived in t,he selection of

these noise l-evel-s. First of all, Mackenzie (l-925)

estÍmated that office noise ranges from 50-g0 dB(A) . As

weI], Keighley (1970) found that, noise in offices coul-d

range from 50 dB(A) for drawíng offices to g2 dB(A) for
machine offices. The ranges sel-ected for this study
easily faLl within these boundaries. Second1y, ceen

(1983) found that when given a choice of auditory
stimulation, introverts generaj_ly chose 52 dB(.A,) while
extroverts chose 72 dB(A) , Third, the Occupational Safety
and Health Act (OSflA) of 1970 states that industrial noise
leveLs shoul-d not exceed 90 dB(A) because it can result in
temporary threshol_d shÍfts and with contÍnued exposure,
permanent threshol-d shifts. By using 7t dB(A) as the hÍgh
noise condition, this meant that the MAXSPL only reached
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83 dB(A), weLl- wÍt,hin the guidelines outlÍned by OSHA. In
order to ful1y describe the acoustíc characteristics , an

octave band analysis and reverberation measure are

recommended (Hegvold & May, 1978). Table 2 iflustrates
the octave band analysis done on the offíce noise
recordings at both the hÍgh and low noise l-evef settings.
Each measure was taken with the acoustic anal_yzer over the
first fÍve minutes of the office noise tape. The lÍnear
curve pat.tern for the octave band ana]ysis for the l-ow

noise condition of LEQ and MAXSPL is slightly lower on the
dB(A) scale than that found by purcel_l and Thorne, ,Ig77).

However, the general patt,ern between the two curves Ís
s imi lar .
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Tablê 1

Noise Levels dBlA) Ä.cross Tabtes

L,ow Noise 52 dB (A) High Noise 71 dB (.4, )

Table LEQ SEL MÄXSPL I-,EQ SEL MAXSPL

1

2

?

4

5

6

7

8

o

10

53

53

53

53

54

52

53

53

53

54

78

78

77

78

79

77

77

1',1

tó

78

63

63

62

63

64

62

63

63

63

63

72

72

72

72

72

7T

72

7L

7L

72

97

97

97

97

96

96

97

96

96

96

82

83

82

82

82

82

83

82

82

82
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Reverberation time (T60) is the timê, in seconds, for
a reverberant sound f iel_d to decay 60 dB after a noise
source has been shut off, CalcuLati_on of the reverberation
t,ime is based on the initiaL slope of the sound level decay

and is outlÍned in L,ord, Gat,l_ey, and Evensen (1990).

Revêrberation tÍme analysis for the experimental- room

was done in an earlier study (Wong, 1995). Tab1e 3 shows a

breakdown of the different reverberation times across the
recommended measuring frequencies (see TabLe 3). The

overal-l average reverberation time (T60 = 1.59s) for the
room is not within the l-irnits outlined for what would be

considered a ,'dead,, room. A "dead,, room is a

room where sound qualÍty is most valued such as theaters or
broadcast studios (Hegvold and May/ j_979). To represent an

office sound environment/ the room shouÌd most 1ikely be

considered a ', live" and not, a ,'dead', room. The experÍmentaL

room would have to be considered a live room wÍth many sound

ref lect.ions reaching the observer. These reverberation
times however, do meet the criteria that they do not vary
much across frequencies. In other words, the room does not
selectivel-y reflect or absorb certain frequencies of sound.

Äs Índicated by Table 3, the range of reverberation times is
from 1.53 to 1.77 seconds (see Table 3).
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Table 2

Oqtave Band Analvsis

Low Noise 52 dB(A) High Noise TL dB(A)

Octave filter
frequency
(Hz ) LEQ SEL MAXSPL LEQ SEL MAXSPL

overal- 1

31.5

63

L25

250

500

1k

2k

4k

8k

r.6k

52

52

4B

49

46

s0

44

46

39

¿o

77

77

72

t3

7I

75

69

7L

64

50

64

58

55

59

54

61

57*

62

52

35

7L

52

60

62

62

67

62

64

57

41

28

96

77

85

87

87

91

87

89

B2

66

53

89

57

7I

78

72

78

74

80

69

61*

52

* changed decibel- seËting range

-- levels too low to measure

from 50-100 to 30-80.
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Table 3

Reverberation ll¿me EstÍmåtes

Time Estimates ( Seconds )

Octave Filter Sample #L
Frequency (Hz )

Sample #2 Sample #3 Average *

WTG

r25

500

1000

2000

4000

1.53

r..56

r..59

L.77

1.56

1.47

1. s9

1.68

r .62

1.98

1 .56

1.56

r .62

1.50

r ,47

r..56

L.53

L.47

r..58

r_.58

r_.56

t,77

1 .55

r..53

Overa.l-l = 1.59

VoLume of room is 63.92m3
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Desiqn and Procedure

Introductory psychotogy students were selected on the
basis of their scores on the Eysenck personal-ity Inventory.
Forty male and forty femaLe subject,s were assígned to each

of eight groups ! representing the combinat,ions of
Perceptual- Task delay - no delay, Íntroversion-extraversÍon
and high and l-ow noise. The average EpI score for the
groups was 18.4 (extroverts) and 9.9 (introverts) for the
female subjects whil-e the average Epf score for male

extroverts was 18.8 and 8.2 for the introverts.
It was aÌso decided to have equal- numbers of male and

femal-e subjects in this study. The reason for this
distínction is a concern brought forËh by Hudgens and

BillingsJ-ey (l-978) who pointed out t,hat in revÍewing several-

Journals betweên L965 through I976, nearJ_y half of the
studies examined only male subject.s.

Based on the resuLts of the Eysenck personality

Inventory, subjects who met the experimental criteria were

contacted by phone in order to elicit further participation
in the study. A different experimenter than the one used

in Lhe Eysenck Personality Inventory screening contacted the
subjects and ran the experiment.

The number of subjects chosen to particípate in this
study was based on prior research and statistical concerns,

Hancock's (1984) review of the noise performance Literature
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indicates that at least 20 subjects are generalJ-y used per
experiment,af ce11,

On entering the experinental_ room, subjects were

randomfy assigned to one of the ten tables. The experiment
began once subjects were seated at the tabl-es, The

instructions were presented in tape-recorded and rdritten
form. The sessions were randomly assigned to the high or
low noise conditions and the delayed or Ímmediate

frustration tol-erance measure condÍt,íons. EpI criterÍa and

gender were not controLl-ed at each individuat session but
were based on the avail-abiLity of participants, InitiaIJ_y,
eight randomly assigned sessions werê run. Following this,
nine suppfementary sessions were run in order to reach
sub ject/group requirements.

Office noise was pJ_ayed for a totaL of 40 minutes. fn
this period the Accounting Ledger Job and the phone Book

Tasks were administered for a period of twenty ninutes each.

Following the noise exposure period¿ subjects v¡ere given the
Perceptual- Task either immediately or after a 15 minute
deJ-ay. Subjects in the delày condition f il-l-ed out a dummy

task (Leisure Interests Task; Appendix G) prior to t,he

Perceptual- Task. The perceptual Task l-ast,ed L5 minutes.
FolLowing the pèrceptual task, subjects were gÍven the
Office Environment Eval-uation and the post Experimentaf

QuestÍonnaire which were filled out at the subjects own
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pace. The total experiment fasted approximately one hour

with an additional 15 minutes for t,he delayed perceptual
task condÍtÍons. After all_ sessions were run, the
introductory classes from which subjects were recruited were

provided with feedback sheets.
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Regults

The statistical analysis system (SAS) package was used

to do the data analysis. The proc GLM procedure was used.

for the data analysis with the l-evel- of sígnificance for
disproving the null- hl¡pothesis set at 0.05. AII hypotheses

were tested as planned comparisons through the use of
rnultiple .ANOVAS. MANOVAS are generalLy used as an

al-ternative to mul_tiple .ANOVÀS because the former guards

agaÍnst Tl¡pe one effor. However, this may only be true when

two tail-ed significance tests are used (Tabachnick and

Fidel-l-, 1913). MuLtipLe .ANOVAS were employed because the
hypotheses of concern \^¡ere stated as one tail_ed tests. As

weJ-Ì, an overal-L MÀNOVA t,ested a trial effect for the
frustration tol-erance measure (perceptual task). pil-Iai,s
trace was used to eval-uate significance in the MANOVA as it
is the technique most robust to heterogeneÍty of varíance,

Hr¡DothesLs

ÀccounÈlnq L^edger Job (ÀIJiI) . The dependent measure of
concern with this task is the number of target numbers found
in the number matrices. The independent variabl-es were

gender, noise levef, and personatity (E-I),
The Proc GLM procedure revealed no main effect for the

independent variable gender [r (It72) = 0.73, p < ,394]. 1.

Ãs well, gender did not interact significantLy with the
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other independent variables; gender by noise tE (2,72) =

0.48, p < .62201, gender by personality [F (2,72) = 0.27t p
< ,76751, and gender by noise by personality tF (2,72) =

0,i.4, p < .87031, As a result, gender was dropped from the
analysis, which resulted in a doubling of cel-l size and an

increase in the power of subsequent analyses. prior to data
analysis, the assumptions of variance and normaLÍty were

examined. The assumption of varÍance homogeneity is
generally met if the largest variance Ís no more than four
or five times the smal-l-est (HoweLf, 1997). The Iargest celÌ
variance is onJ_y 318 larger than the smallest variance which
is well- wíthin these ÌÍmit6. Furthermorè, experimental
cells contained equaJ_ numbers of subJects t,o help insure
variance homogeneity, Cetl sízes were l_arge enough to
assume normality. A two by t\do analysis of variance using
the independent variabfes noise and personalÍty indicated
that neither noise, nor personality, nor the ínteraction
between them was significant. A number of hypot,heses were

tested usÍng separate .ANOVÀS of each of the leveÌs of
personality (E-f ) across noise.

The first hlpothesis stated that the perfonnance of
introverts would be best under the low noise condition whil-e

the performance of extroverts wouLd be best under the high
noise condition was not supported. Introverts dÍd not
perform significantLy different across t,he different noise
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levels [E (1,38) = 1.11, p < ,2994], as was the case for
extroverts [.E (1,38) = 0,L2, p < ,7328]. In fact,
int.roverts found more target nuîbers in the high noíse
condition than in the low noise condition, although this
difference was not, significant. This was also the case for
the extroverts .

The second hypothesis was that, the performance of
introverts in the Low noise condition wil-l_ be simÍlar to
that of extroverts in the high noise condition and that the
performance of introverts in the high noise condítion will-
be simiLar to that of extroverts in the low noise condition.
This hypot,hesis was dependent upon the first hypoËhesis

beÍng confírmed. The second hypothesis has no practical
significance because the first hypothesis was not confirmed.
However, ALJ performance was not significantly different
across these comparÍsons. Therefore, the first hypothesis

that personality (E-I) and noÍse level_ would interact to
produce effects \^ras not confÍrned and, as a result, the
second hypothesis is irrelevant.

Phone Book Task (PBT). With thís task, the dependent

variabl-e was the total- number of correct telephone numbers

that were located and recorded on the telephone book records
page. The independent variables were gendêr, noise, and

personality (E-I). The proc GLM procedure showed no main

effect for the independent variable gender II (1,72) = 9.4y,
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p < .52501. As well, gender did not ínt,eract significantly
with the other independent variables; gender by noise IF
(2t72) = 1,,45t p < .24031, gend.er by personatÍr,y [F (2,72) =

0,47,9 < .62531/ and gender by noise by personality [F (2,
72) = 0.54, p < .58421. As a result, gender was dropped

from the anal-ysÍs which meant that cell sizes doubled, thus

increasing the power of subsequent statistical analysis.
Prior to data analysis, the assumptions of homogeneity of
variance and norrnal-ity were met,. A two by two analysis of
varíance using the independent variabÌes noise and

personal-ity indicated that no main effect of noise,
personal.ity, or the various ínteractions between them was

signÍfícant.

A number of hypotheses were tested using the pBT as a

dependent measure. Gender was dropped, which left the
independent variabl-es noise and personality. The hlæotheses

of concern were tested as pl_anned comparisons and.,

therefore, it was valid to perfofln multiple ÀNOVAS as

pJ-anned comparisons, This was accompJ-ished by testing each

of the l-evels of personalÍty (E-I) across noise.
The first hl.pothesis stated that introverts woul_d

perform best in the l_ow rather than high noise condition.
This hypothesis, al-though approaching significance, was not
supported [I (1,38) = 3 ,74, þ. < .0605]. As weIJ_, the firsr
hypothesis stated that extroverts woul_d perform best in the
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high rather than low noise condition was not confirmed IF
(1,38) = 0.26, g < ,61291, The performance however, of
introverts and extroverts was best under the Low noise
condition.

The second hypothesis was that the performance of
introverts in the low noise condition will_ be simílar t,o the
performance of extroverts in the high noise condÍtion and

that the performance of introverts Ín the high noise
condition wil-l- be simi]ar to that of extroverts in the tow

noise condition. This h]æothesis was dependent upon the
confirmation of the first hypothesis. pBT performance,

however, was not significantly different across these
comparisons. Therefore, the fÍrst hypothesis that the E-I
dimension and noise l_eveL would interact to produce effects
was not confirmed and, as a result, the second hlæothesÍs is
irrelevant.

Together, the A.I.,J and pBT showed no concurrent.
performance effects. personality (E-I) did not interact
wÍth noise l-evel to produce unique effects during noise
presentation.

Frustrat,ion Tolerance ( perceptual Task). ThÍs task
afl-owed for three dependent measures; number of âttempts at
the first insol-ubl_e prJzzl-e, number of attempts at the second

insol-ubl-e p,rzzle, and thê tota.l- number of attempts at the
insoi-ubLe puzzles, The independent variables were gender,
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personality (E-I), noise feveL and whether or not the
perceptual task was presented immediat,ely or afteï a detay.
Increases Ín attempts at the insoluble puzzles is taken as

an increase in frustration tol-erance.

The Proc GLM plcocedure was used wíth a repèated.

measures statement. The dependent variable was t,he number

of attempts at the first and second insolubLe pvzz:,ès. The

independent variabl-es were gender, personal-ity, noise, and

whether the perceptual_ task was presented immediatel_y or
after a delay. No significant maÍn effects or interact,ions
were found when using the first insoLublê puzzle as a
dependent measure. However, the noise by de]-ay Ínteraction
approached significance tI (L,64) = 3.57, p < .06341.

Although not signifícant, more frust,ration tol_erance

occurred in the low noise immediate perceptual. task (pT)

condition. Under hÍgh noise, greater frust.ration tol_erance

occurred in the delayed rather than imrnediat,e pT condition.
Sirnilarly, no signíficant main effects or interactÍons were

found when using the second insoluble puzzle as a dependent

measure. Ho\dever/ the main effect for personality (E-I),
approached significance tL (1,64) = 3.28, p < .02491.

A]-though not significant, extroverts d.emonstrated more

frustration tolerance than introverts. As wel.L, the gender

by person by delay interaction approached sígnÍficance IF
(L,64) = 3.56, p < .06381.
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This analysÍs indícated that the performance on t,he

first and second insolubl_e puzzles did not vary as a

function of any of t.he independent variables used in this
study.

Pillai,s trace was used t.o evaluate significance in
the muLtivariate analysis of variance as it is the technique

most robust to heterogeneity of varíance. The results
showed that there was a significant trial- effect tF (I,64) =

36,07, p < .00011. ThaË is, more attempts were mad.e at the
second insoluble puzzle than the fÍrst insoluble puzzle.

The third dependent measure from the pT v¡a s the totaj_

number of attempts made on the first and second insol_uble

puzzles, The independent variabl,es were gend.er, noÍse,
personality, and whether the pT was presented Ímmediatefy or
after a delay. The Proc GLM procedure found a significant
main effect for personality [F (I ,64) = 5.50¡ p < .0221] and

noise [F (1/64) = 5.68, p < .0202]. Extroverts demonstrated

greater frustration tolerance than introverts as measured by

the tot,af number of puzzle at,tempts. Also, a significantly
greater totaf of insoluble puzzle attempts occurred in the
low¡ rather than high noise conditíon. As weII, a

significant, effect was found for the interact,ion gender by

personality by delay tL (1,6a¡ = 9,0, p < .00381.

The aftereffects hypotheses of concern stated that
introverts in the high noise condition wil-l_ demonstrate l-ess
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frustration tol-erance than inlroverts in the l-ow noise
condÍtion, and extroverts in the low noise condition wilL
demonstrate l-ess frustration tolerance than extroverts in
the high noise condition. This hl¡pothesis was tested with
the total- number of att,empts at the first and second.

insofuble puzzles as a dependent measure. Thís was d.one

because Ëhe multivariate analysÍs of variance showed no

significant effect for trial by any of the other independent

variables. These hypotheses were tested. independentJ-y for
the deJ-ayed and immediate pT conditions. These hypotheses

were stated as planned comparisons which makes it legitimate
to use multiple ANOVAS .

Taking the immedÌate pT condition first, the resufts
sho\^¡ed no signifícant noise effect for introverts [I (].,1-6)

= L.79, g < .19981. Although not significant, introverts
made 19.4 total insoluble puzzle attempt,s under 1ow noise
and l-4 . 9 total Ínsol_ubl-e puzzle att,empts under hÍgh noise.
However, the result.s showed a significant gender by noise
effect [I (1,L6) = 4.30, p < .0542], that beÍng, Íntroverted
ma.l-es Ín ]ow noise demonstrated greater frustration
toLerance than introverts in high noise whÍLe introverted
fenales shoe¿ed greater frustratÍon tolerance under hÍgh

noise. Therefore, the hypothesis that introverts would

demonstrate l-ess frustration tolerance in the high noise
condition was only confirmed with mate subjects. The
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performancè of fèmales, however, was opposíte the
prediction,

StÍ]1 deaLing wÍth thè immediate pT condition,
extroverts showed no significant noÍse effect tF (1116) =

4,04, p < .06171. Although not significant, extroverts in
the low noise condit.ion made more insol_uble puzzle attempts
than under high noise. Thís finding, hor^lever, is in the
opposite direction of the predíct,ed hypothesis. Therefore,
the hypothesis that extroverts wouLd demonstrate Less

frustration tolerance in the l-ow noise condition was not
supported.

The performance of introverts and. extroverts on total
insolubLe puzz.Ie attempts was also examíned by usíng only
t,hose subJects in the delayed pT conditions. First of a]l,
the performance of introverts under Low noise was compared

with introvêrts under high noíse across the delayed (pT)

fact,or. The resuLts were found t,o have no effect, for noise

lg (1,f6) = 0.44, p- < .51601, rhus not supporring rhe

hypothesis that introverts would attempt more puzzJ_es in the
l-ow noise condition. However, a gender effect was found [F
(1¡16) = 4,39t p < .05241, that being, more attempts were

made by f emal-es than males. Furthermore, a signifÍcant
gender by noise effect was found [.Ð (1,16¡ = 5,79, Ð<
,0L9Ll, Introvert,ed mal-es showed less frustration tol-erance
in low rather than high noise, This findíng, however, is
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opposite the predicted dÍrection. Introverted females,

however, made more att,empts und.er l-ow rather than high
noíse. Therefore, the hypothesís that l-ess frustration
tol-erance would be denonstrated by introverts in the low

noise as compared to the high noise condition was only
supported for female subjects.

The hypothesis that ext,rovert,s in the low noÍse

condit,ion would demonstrate Less frustration tolerance than
extroverts in the high noise condition was al_so examined for
onLy those subjecÈs in the del-ayed pT. No significant
effect, for noise was found [F (1, j.6) = 0.35, .p < ,562Ij,
therefore not supporting the hypothesis.

The dependent measure of totaL attempt,s at the
ínsoluble puzzles was also examined to determine if any

differences exist when comparing the performance of
introverts and extroverts in the immediate pT condition to
their counterparts in the delayed pT condition. The

hypothesis of concern predicted that the number of aËt,empts

at the insoluble puzzles will Íncrease Ín situations where

introvert,s are exposed to high noise leveLs and. where

extroverts are exposed to low noise levels, These

hypotheses \,¡ere tested by comparing the performance of
introvêrts and extroverts in the delayed versus irnnediate pT

conditions. First of a1I, the resul_ts showed no significant
deJ.ay effect for introverts in the high noise conditions IF
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(1,16) = 0.28,,p < ,60621 , That Ís, no difference rrrra s found.

in the number of attempts at the insolubl-e puzzles for
introverls under high noise across the delayed and inmediate
PT conditÍons. As welJ., extroverts in the fow noise
conditions shor^¡ed no significant delay effect IF (].rl_6) =

0,26, p < .61931. Therefore, the hypothesis was not
supported.

The second hypothesÍs predicted that the performancè

of introverts in the low noise condition and extroverts in
the high noise condition would be similar when compared to
their personality counterparts across the delayed and

ÍmmedÍate PT conditions. First of al_l, no significant delay
effect was found for extroverts [F (]., j.6) = 1.1g, p <

,29431, which is consistent with prediction, In other
words, extroverts under high noise did not vary in the
number of attempts at !hê insoluble puzzles across the
delayed and immediate conditions. SimilarJ-y, introverts
under l-ow noÍse showed no sÍgnificant delay effect tg (1r16)

= 0.33, p < ,57421 , which is al-so consistent with
prediction, As welL, a significant gender by delay
interaction was found tL (1,16) = 10,57, g < .00501.

Introverted mâles under l_ow noise showed l-ess frustration
toleranee in the delayed rather than immediate pT

conditions. Introverted femaLes under low noise, however,

demonstrated increased frust,ration toLerance in the delayed
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rather than immediate pT condition.
Offíce Environment Evaluat,Lon, The purpose of this

task was to assess subjects' evaluatÍons of the offíce
noÍse, The fírst question asked subjects if the room was

quiet enough for them t,o work in ef f ect,ively? The dependent

mèasure was subjects. responses on a five poínt scal_e

ranging f rom ,'Not at al_l" (1) to "extremely', ( 5 ) , The

independent variabLes were noise, gender, personalÍty, and

whether or not the (PT) was presented imrnediately or after a

delay. The independent variable gender showed no main or
interaction effect with the other independent variables so

it was dropped from the analysis. prior to data analysis
the assumptions of homogeneity of variance and normality
were met. The Proc GLM procedure was used to examÍne the
dependent variable (question 1) with the independent

variables noise, personaÌity, and delayed or immediat,e (pT).
The analysis found no overaLL significant effect tl e,7I) =

1.01, p < .43091. That is, there was no main effect for
personal-íty, noíse, or delayed or Ímmediat,e (pT), However,

the main effect of noise approached significance tF (L,7L) =

2,99, p < .08801, Although not significant, subjects in the
Low noise conditíon responded being ,,moderatety,' to "quite,,
while subjects in the high noise condition responded on

averagè, just below "moderatêly" to t,he question if the room

was quiet enough to work in effectively. Furthermore, no
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significant interactions were found between the combinations
of the independent variables personality, noise, and delayed
or immediat.e (pT ) presentation.

Question 2 asked subjects if they felt that the office
sounds interfered with the ability to perform the jobs? The

dependent measure was subjects' responses on a five point
scal-e rangÍng from ',not at all" (1) to "extremely" (5). The

independent variabl_es were noise, gender, personaLity, and

deJ.ayed or inmediate (pT) presentation.

The Proc GLM procedure revealed that no maín effect
for the independent variabLe gender was found tI (1,63) =

0.70, p < .40591. As wel-f , gender did not interact
signif icant,J-y with the other independent variables,- and as a
result, gender was dropped from the ana.lysis, prior to
further anaJ-ysis, the assumptions of homogeneity of variance
and normaLity were met. The proc GI_,M procedure v¡a s used Ëo

examine differences between subjects' responses across

groups. It was found Lhat subjects responded significantly
different to this quest,ion as a function of noise ì.evel [!
(Lt77) = 11.16, p < .00131, That is, subjects in the l-ow

noise condition Índicated that the office sounds ',slightly,,
Ínterfered with the ability to perform the jobs whíIe
subject,s in the high noise condition suggested that it dÍd
so "moderately",

Poat ExDetLnental Ouestionnalre. Two post
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experimental questions required subjects' responses.

Differences between maLe and femal_e responses were not
apparent and, therefore, t.he various responses were

collapsed across gender. The first post experimental
question asked subjects what they thought was the purpose of
the study, Subjects responded to this question wÍth a

varíety of answers. Table 4 illustrat,es the varÍety of
responses which were cl-assified into nine categories (see

table 4 ) .

A number of int,eresting observations can be made from

Tabl-e 4. First of all, twice as many int,rovert,s in the hígh

noise condition as compared to introverts in the Low noise

condition suggested that the purpose of the study was to
work under the dÍstraction of noise. In percent,age terms,
this translates to t,he observation that 309 of the
respondents (introverts in the high noise conditÍon)
suggested that the purpose of the study was to work under

the distraction of noise whiLe only l-5t of the subjects
(introverts in the Low noise condition) responded in thÍs
way. Another noteworthy observation was the number of
working under pressure responses. Twice as many extroverts
in t,he high noise condition (208) as compared to ext,roverts
in the low noÍse condition (10t) indicâted that the purpose

of the study was to work under pressure. Similarly, L5g of
the introverts in the low noise condition as compared to
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zero responses for intxoverts in the high noise condition
suggested that the purpose of the study was to work under
pres sure .

The second post experimental question asked subjects
how they thought they were expected to perform. Thè

responses to this question were divided up into eight,

categoríes. Table 5 outlÍnes the responses provided by

the subjects. One interesting observation stenming from

this data is that 408 of the introverts in the high noise
condition indicated that they thought they were expected to
perform poorLy whil_e no introverts in the low noise
condÍtion respond in this way. More extroverts (309) in the
high noise condition in comparison t.o ext,rovêrts in the Low

noise condition (258) indicated that they felt they were

expected to perform poorJ-y. Another interesting result to
this question Ís that 558 of the introverts in the fow noise
condÍtion as compared to 20t of the Íntroverts in the high
noise condition indÍcated that they were expected to perform

wel-l, Similarly, 30? of the extroverts in the Low noise
conditÍon in comparison to 108 of the ext,roverts in the high
noise condition responded in the same manner. It shoufd

also be poÍnted out that 16,25Z of the subjects did not
respond or indicated that they did not know how they were

expected to perform,
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Tabl-e 4

Post Experimental Ouestionnaire (Ouestion 1)

Extroverts

Noisê

Purpose of the study High Low

ïntrovert s

Noise

Hígh

Work under noise
di s tra cÈion

l,lork under pressure

To create stress

TestÍng memory

Examine personalÍty

Examine performance

Examine J-ight,ing
and temperature

Evaluate the
environment and
office envÍronment,
ef fect s

Did not know or
re spond

3

4

0

3

0

0

I

6

2

4

2

0

4

0

3

0

7

0

Ã

0

L

3

1

4

l_

4

3

?

1

3

0

2

1

0
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Table 5

Post ExÞerimental- Ouestionnaire (Ouestion 2)

Extroverts Introverts

Noise Noise

Expected to perform High Low High Lo\^I

Perform poorLy

Perform well or
besË as possible

With reduced
concent,ration

Differentía1Iy to
diffêrent, tasks

Work/respond fast
In a panicked or
nervous way

Same way as in
reaf offÍce
Did not know
or respond

0

11

I
4

6

2
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Dis cus sfon

Concurrent, Effects

The resufts Índicated that task performance did not
vary as a function of the noise .Ievel-s used. in this study.
This result is consistent wit,h previous research, in which
noise level effêcts are not found with simple repetitive
tasks (Broadbent, 1979). The Accounting ledger job (AI,J)

resul-ts indicated that the personaLiËy dimensÍon (E-I) did
not interact with noise l-evel to produce unique effects.
The lack of performance differences of introverts and

extroverts under different noise levels is not congistent,

with other studÍes (CJ_arídge, 1967; Geen et al., L9g5).

That is, introverts found more target numbers under the high
rather than Low noÍse. However, the performance of
introverts on the phone book t.ask (pBT) is more consÍstent
with previous research. Atthough not significant, the
performance of introverts was best under the l_ow noise
condition (approached 6ignificance), while t,he performance

of extroverts remained best under the high noise condition,
.An additional component of the pBT is that subjects r^rerê

requÍred t,o retain search names in memory. Tasks involving
subJects memory have shown to produce noise effects
(Eysenck, 1975; Hamilton et aLt :-g77). This memory effect
in the presence of noise was not found in this study. It
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may be possÍbl-e that a certain duration of noise exposure

may be necessary before the personaJ-ity dimension (E-I)
inf l-uences performance. For example, Broadbent (L962)

suggests that the noise exposure period must be a mÍnimum of
30-60 minutes. The exposure period used in this study was

40 minutes. Furthermore, this exposure period may need to
be lengthened when lower noise 1evels are used. The 30-60

minute exposure time is based on a noise l_eve] of 95 dB(A) .

Therefore, it may be t,he case that performânce d.ecrements

may occur only after being exposed to noÍse for a certain
period of time. In this sense, introverts may be abl_e to
block out the effects of noise, but this defence gradual-Iy

breaks down as noise exposure continues. Further exposure

may be necessary to produce significant effects for both
introverts and extroverts, It may also be the case that the
reLatíonship between t,he (E-I) dimension and noise effects
only holds true at the introvert end of the scal-e or that
this personality dimension is not well enough understood at
this t,Íme to be useful . Hor^¡ever, it may also be the case

that the noise leve1s used were not appropriate. For

example, Geen (1984) points out that, introverts and

extroverts may show litt1e difference in arousal at Low

levels of stimuLation such as the J-aboratory environment.

Broadbent (f979) suggests that generally g5 dB(A) or greater
is needed to produce noise effects. However, such levels
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are not consistent, with lêve1s found Ín many offÍces
(Mackenzie, 1975). The reason for the absence of
performance effects of the (E-I) dimension therefore may be

the same as that. for noise effects. It should also be

pointed out that the .ALJ may be insensitive t,o noise
effects, This is the third study which has found no noise
effect when using this task (seê Kaye, j.gggi Wong, I1BT).

ïn contrast to these earl-ier studies, the Ä-tJ in this
research was experÍmenter paced. Broadbent (1962) suggestêd

that tasks shouLd be experÍmenter paced Íf noise is to have

a detrimental effect, on performance. However, even thÍs
al-t,eration to t,he AI-,J \,va s not sufficient to produce

significant outcomes. Mccormíck (I976i cited in Gawron,

1984) suggested that, only complex mental tasks wil-1 result
Ín performance decrements in the presence of noise. It may

be the case that the .At J is not cornplex enough to produce

decrements. Muttiple tasks may be a suitabl_e al_t,ernative to
the .A.I,J as these tasks have been shown to be sensitive to
noise feveL manipulations (Hockey, 19?0). ft is thought
t,hat t,he subject being overJ-oaded has no at,tentional
reserves at hand to adequately perform the secondary task.
Al-1 in alJ-, the performance of introverts and extroverts on

concurrent tasks may question the usefulness of this
construct in noise research.
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.Af teref f ects Measurês

UnlÍke the lack of concurrent task performance effects
during exposure to different noise 1evels, a number of
aftereffects were found. Cohen (1980) suggested that
aftereffects research tends to yield more consistent, results
than concurrent ef f ect,s, Although not signifÍcant, t,here

was an interaction of noise by whether or not, the pT was

present,ed irnrnediately or after a delay was found in the
first, puzzle data. More frusÈration tolerance under l-ow

noise occurred in the immedíate perceptual task condition.
In the high noise conditÍon, however, more attempts occurred.

in the delayed rather than the immediate pT condition.
ALthough these effects e¡ere not signÍficant in the present
experiment, more intense noise and/or a longer session
lengths might result in significant outcomes. This may

sugges! that, al-though subJects in the high noise condition
were able to cope with the concurrent task demands ¿ this
left them l-ess capabl_e of coping with subsequent

frustratÍon. The delay prÍor to pT presentation may have

served as a recovery period. As wel-I, it may be the case

that subjects in the .Iow noise conditions experienced

heightened arousal as a result of the combined demands of
the task and noÍse. As a resuft, increased arousal_ Levels

may have contributed to Íncreased frustration tolerance in
the immediate PT condition. A decrease in frustration
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tol-erance in the delayed pT condition under low noise may

then be explained as a result of a diminution of arousal.
Similarly, no significant main or interaction effects

were found when examining the second insolubLe puzzle
although a main effect for personal-ity approached

significance, That is, extroverts demonstrated more

frustration tolerance on the second insoluble puzzle than
introverts. Klein et al., (1995) suggested that subjects
who are better at solving such problems (pT) would gíve up

quickly because they realize that the puzzl_es are
insolvable. Therefore, frustrâtion tol_erance can also be

interpreted as the inability to "see,t quickly t,hat no

sofutÍon Ís possible. SimÍlar1y, it may be the case that
int,roverts were abl-e to quickly ', see,, t,hat no solution was

possible and, as a resuLt., fewer puzzle attempts were mad.e.

It woul-d be int.eresting to gather information pertaining to
how the puzzles are perceived by subJects.

SignifÍcantly more total- insol-uble puzzJ_e attempts
were made under the low as compared to the high noise
conditíon. This finding is consist,ent with previous
research (Wong, 1987). As well-, extroverts mad.e

significantly more total puzzle attempts than introverts.
The number of totaL ÍnsoLuble puzzJ.e attempts for introverts
and extroverts did not vary as a function of noise leve1 ,

However, a gender by noise effect was d.emonstrated.
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fntroverted nales previously exposed to fow noise mad.e more

puzzJ-e attempts than those previously exposed to high noise,
whíIe femaLe subjects showed the reverse trend. These

results were obtaÍned from the imrnediate pT conditions.
SimilarJ.y, in the deJ_ayed pT conditions, no significant,
effect was found when comparing tot,aÌ puzzle attempts of
Íntroverts and extroverts across noise. À gênder effect was

found. In the delayed pT condítionô, greater frustration
tolerance was demonstrated by femaÌes than males. .A,s well,
a significant gender by noise effect indicated that femafes

made more attempts under l_ow rather than high noise whife
mal-es showed t,he reverse trend.

fn regards to the comparisons of introvert,s and

extrovêrts across noise and across the immediate or delayed
PT condÍtions, no significant differences were found. This
Ís taken as evidence against Eysencks, notíon of positive
and negatÍve hedonic tone and its retationship to subsequent
performance. That is, when introverts (hÍgh noise) and

extroverts (low noise) were placed in a bel-ieved state of
negative hedonic tone with respect t,o incoming st.imulat,Íon,
they did not show any performance improvements v¡hen

comparing across the immediate and delayed pT conditions.
As wel1, when introvert,s (Iow noise) and extroverts (high
noíse) were placed in a bel-ieved state of positive hedoníc
tone with respect to incoming stimulation, no differences
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across the ímmediate and delayed pT conditÍons were found.
Therefore, t,he frustration toLerance measure persists even

after a 15 minute delay prior to pT presentation. The

question stiLL remains as to how Long such effects last,
However / the results do indícate that the frustration
tolerance mêasure is more than just an immediate effect. A

significant gender by delay effect indicated that males

previously exposed to low noise showed less frustration
tolerance in the deJ-ayed rather than immedÍate pT

conditions. fntroverted females prevíously exposed to low
noÍse showed more frustration toLerance in the delayed pT

condÍtion.

The gender of the subject has been confirmed as an

important variable in the noise research area. For exampl_e,

gender was a significant factor in the tota.I number of
insol-uble puzzle attempts in the deJ-ayed pT conditions. As

weIl, a gender by noise interaction was found with total
insoluble puzzl-e attempts for subjects in the inmediate pT

condit,ion. Therefore, gender is a variabfe Ëhat should be

controlled in noise research, This observat,ion Ís in
contrast to that of LahteLa et al., (1996) who suggested

that noise effects on performance can not be ident,if ied by

such criterÍa as gender.

Subjects responses to the office environment

evaluation (OEE) showed that although not significant, those
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exposed to hÍgh noÍse f el-t that the room was not as quiet to
work effectively in as compared to those ín low noise
conditions. Vlhen subjects were asked if they felt that the
office sounds interfered with their abÍJ.ity t,o perform the
jobs, a significant noíse effect was found. That is, high
noise was associat,ed with Íncreased ratings of noise
intêrference. There was no relationship between the
personality dimension (E-I) and rêsponses to the office
environment evaluation,

The post experimentaL quest,ionnaire (pEO) was used to
help examine the internal validity of the study. Although
no reference was given to the dimension (E-I), one subject
indicated that personalÍty may be a study varj_able.
Howevêr, a number of subjects suggested that the noise was

distracting. Some interesting findings emerged from the
PEQ. First of all, the fÍndÍng that twice as many

introverts in the high noise condition as compared. to the
l-ow noise condition indicated that the purpose of the study
was to work under the distraction of noise. when subjects
were asked how they were expected to perform, 409 of thê
introverts in the high noise suggested ,'poorty,,. However,

558 of the int,roverts in the 1ow noise conditions responded

, These responses suggest a relationship between

noÍse Level and performance, al-though none was found on

concurrent effects measures.
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One problem with the design of this study could
involve the order in which the post experimental_

questionnaire was presented. A better positÍon may be prior
to the office environment evaluatÍon. The reason behind
this is the fact that a ]arge number of responses on the pEe

were probed in the previous office environment, eval_uation.

The concurrent effect resufts obtained in this study
are difficult,, if not impossibfe, to int,erpret in terms of
the attentional, arousal/ or cognitive theories of noíse.
Àftereffect measures however, do aflow for some

Ínterpretation Ín terms of theory. First of all, the
aftereffect resuLts may be dÍscussed in terms of a "cost"
(G1ass and Singer, L972). This ,,cost,, factor may be shown

through the finding that significantly more insolvable
puzzJ-e attempts occurred in the low rather than high noise
condition. Thè Ídea behind this theory is that, êxposure to
stressors leave individuals less able to cope with
subsequent task demands. These resul-ts can also be

similarly discussed in terms of Cohen's (1979) capacíty
model of attention. This approach would expl_ain the
findings by suggesting that subjects in the high noise
condition expend more attentional capacity than subjects in
the low noise conditions. As a result, subjects previously
exposed to the high noise condition have less at.tentíonal
capacity l-eft ín comparison to subjects exposed to the l-ow
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noise level- condition. Therefore, subjects in the Low noise
condition make more insoLubl_e puzzle attempt,s. However,

Cohen (1980a) points out that it may be unreasonable to
assume that a unitary explanation can account for such

effects.

Future noise research might be dÍrected at determining
the point at which varying noise levels do not produce

differences in thÍs aftereffect,s measure. That Ís, at, what

sound pressure l-evel do differences in pT performance

disappear, This study used approximat,ely a 20 dB(A)

difference between noise condÍtÍons \dhich varied slightly
depending on the tabl-e at which a subject wa6 seated. It
might also be interest,ing to rnanipulate task complexity and

examine what effect it wil_l have on the pT. Gl_ass and

Singer (1972) point out that, this aftereffect is not
specific to high intensity noise. It would be ínteresting
to determine what type of tasks and how complex they must be

ín order to produce this effect. However, decreased

resistance to frustration foLlowing noÍse exposure has been

found without performance decrements on concurrent tasks
(Ivohlwill et al-. I f976) , Therefore, Ít may be t,he case t,hat
aftereffects of noise are independent of concurrent tasks,

All in all, a number of conclusions can be made,

First of a1l, some indicatÍons of a relationshÍp between the
personality dimension (E-I) and noise were found. For
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exampl-e, male Íntroverted subjects previous j-y exposed t,o fow

noÍse made more insolvabfe puzzle attempts than introvert,ed
males prevÍously exposed to high noise. Second., the totaf
attempts at both the first and second insolvable puzzles is
the best measure of the frustration t,olerance aftereffect.
Third, the frustration tolerance aftereffect seems to be a

fairly consistent research finding. Fourth, the frustratÍon
tolêrance measure persists even after a 15 minute del-ay

prioL to pT presentation. Fifth, the resul-ts indicat,ed that
relatively Iow levels of noÍse can produce aftereffects.
Sixth, even though performance decrements were not found on

concurrent tasks, subjective measures such as the office
environment eval_uatíon and post expetímental questionnaire
indÍcate that sone ',cost', occurred, Lastl_y, this study
demonstrates that gender is an important variabl-e to be

considered when conducting noise research.
In sum, it, is cl-ear that, the mere existence of noise,

even at relatively high 1evels is often not sufficíent to
cause a deleterious effect on performance. The effects and

aftereffects of noise are still_ not clearly understood.
Even though it is very difficutt to predict a noise effect
in any given situation, a great deal has been learned in
recent years. A number of complex interactions with such

variabl-es as Ëhe personality and task proficiency of the
subject coupled with noise factors such as intensÍty and
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l-ength of exposure contribute to much of the confusion in
the Lit,êrature. Koelega et al_., (1986) point out that ít is
hard to compare studies because of the many types and

varieties of the noise variables invofved and the
performance measures used. More conclusive information on

these and ot,her factors must be availabl-e before realistic
general-i zations about the nature of noise effects can be

made.
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EVSENCK PERSONÀ]JITY TM/ENTORY
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Before we begin,

Please print all

need some information.

the information required .

Name:

Student Number:

Age:

Sex :

Phone Number:

fnstructor:

First Language:
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EPI fnstruct,Lon8

Here are some questions regarding the way you behave,

feèl-/ and act. After each question is a space for answeríng

"Yes " ' or "No".

Try and decide whether ',yês,, ¡ or "Nox, represents your

usual way of acting or feeling. Then blacken in the space

under the column headed ,,yes",

Work quickly, and do not spend to much tÍme over any

quêstÍoni we vrant your first reaõtion, not a Long drawn out
thought process. The whole questionnaire shoul-d not t,ake

more than a few minutes. Be sure not !o omit any quest.ions.

Now t,urn t,he page over and go ahead. Work quickly and

remember to answer every question, There are no right or
wrong answers, and this is not a test of intell_igence or
abiJ-ity, but simpl-y a measure of the way you behave.



1.

4,

Do you often long for excitement?

Do you often need understandÍng frÍends to
cheer you up?

Arae you usuaLly carefree?

Do you find it very hard to take no for an
answer ?

5. Do you stop and think things over before
doing anything?

6, If you say you wiÌI do something do you always
keep your promÍse, no matter how Íncónvenient
it Íright be to do so?

7, Does your mood oftên go up and down?

8. Do you generally do and say things quickly
without stopping to thÍnk?

9 . Do you ever f eel- ,' just miserabl_e', f or no good
reas on ?

10. l{ould you do aLmost anything for a dare?

11. Do you suddenly feel shy when you want to talk
to an attractive stranger?

12, Once in a while do you lose your temper and get
angry?

13, Do you often do things on the spur of the
moment ?

14, Do you oft,en worry about thÍngs you shouJ-d not
have done or said?

15, Generally do you prefer reading to meeting
peopl-e ?

L6, Are your feelings rather easily hurt?
17, Do you like going out a Lot?

18. Do you occasional-Iy have thoughts and Ídeas
that you would not tike other people to know
about ?
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Yês No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No
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20.

2L,

22.

23.

24,

25.

26,

27,
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Are you sometimes bubbling over with energy and
sometímes very sluggish? yes No

Do you prefer to have few but specÍa1 friends? yes No

Do you daydream a 1ot? yes No

lÌhen people shout, at you, do you shout, back? yes No

Are you often troubLed about feeJ_ings of guÍlt? yes No

Are al-I your habits good and desirabl_e ones? yes No

Can you usually Iet yourself go and enJoyyourself a lot, at a J-ively party?

WouJ.d you call yourseLf tense or
" highly-strung " ?

Do other people thing of you as beÍng very
I ive ly?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

28. After you have done somethÍng import,ant, do youoften come away feeling you õould have done -better? yes No

29. Are you mostly quiet when you are with other
people ?

30. Do you sometimes gossip?

31. Do Ídeas run through your head so that you
cannot sleep?

32, If there is sonething you want to kno$¡ about,
would you rather look it up in a book than
tal-k to someone about it?

33. Do you get patpitations or thumping in your
heart ?

34. Do you J-ike the kÍnd of work that you need topay close attention to?

35. Do you get attacks of shaking or trenbling?
3 6 , l^Ioul-d you always declare everything at the

customs, even if you knew that you could never
be found out?

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

Yes No

No



37, Do you hate being with a crowd who play Jokes on
one another?

38, Are you an irritable person?

39. Do you like doing things in which you have to
act quickJ-y?

40, Do you worry about, t,he awful things t,hat, mighthappen? yes No

4L, Are you sJ-ow and unhurried in the wai you move? yes No

42. Have you ever been l-ate for an appointment orwork? yes No

43. Do you have many nightmares? yes No

44, Do you Like tâlking to peopte so much that you
woul-d never miss a chance of talking to a
stranger? Yes No

45. Are you troubled by aches and paÍns? yes No

46. Would you be very unhappy Íf you coufd. not seeLots of people most of the time? yes No

47. Would you call yourself a nervouri person? yes No

48. Of af l- the peopfe you know are there some whom
you definitely do not Like? yes No

49. WouLd you say you were fairly self-confident? Ves No

50. Are you easily hurt when peopJ.e fínd fauLt withyou or your work? yes No

51, Do you find it hard to rea1ly enjoy yourseJ-f
at a lively party? yês No

52, .Are you troubled with feelings of inferiority? yes No

53. Can you easily get some Life into a rather dullparty? yes No

54. Do you somêtímes talk about things you knownothing about,? yes No

55, Do you worry about your heaj-th? yes No
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Yes No

Yes No

Yes No



56, Do you like playing pranks on others?

57. Do you suffer from sleepÌessness?
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Yes No

Yes No
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Appendlx B

OFFICE TASK INSTRUCTIONS
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Introduct,ion

WeLcome to experÍment Work. In this experiment we are

interested in how people perform various jobs that are l-ike
those done by workers in many offices. you are going to
spend part of a ',working day,' in this particu]-ar of f ice.

Youx job is to work on the tasks that are presented to
you. Then, at the end of your work period, we will ask you

some questions. All naterials needed to carry out. your job

are found on the desk in front of you. A pencÍl has been

provided for your use. In order to provide a realistíc work

environment/ tape recorded office sounds wilL be prêsent.
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ÀccountLng Iredqer ilob

Inst,ructlons

You may remove the cover page for the Account,ing I.edger

Job. The t,op page is a sampl-e of the job. The pages

contain a matrix of three digit numbers. Each page contaÍns

50 rows, and 16 columns. Three target numbers are located
at the top of each page. Each time the chirne sounds your
job is to find the target nurnbers in the matrix and record

their positions in the space províded. Once you have found

each number on a particuJ_ar page, set the page aside and

wait for the chÍme to sound. Two minut.es wÍl-l be given to
find the target numbers on each page, If you are unable to
find all three numbers on a page you rnay stilt continue to
the next page. However / you must wait, until the chime

sounds before proceeding to a new page.

Begin when the chÍme sounds and contÍnue until the chime

sounds a second tÍme. After thís second chÍme put the page

aside that you were working on and continue on the next
page. Pl-ease continue until you are told to stop,
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Phone Book Tagk

Instruct,ions

You may remove the Phone Book Cover page. you will
notice a records page with a number of blank spaces. À,

phone directory Ís al-so present,. your job is to search the
directory for certain names and record the corresponding

number on the records page. Names wíll be presented at the
pace of 3 every two minutes via projector. That is, you

will be present,ed with three names to find in the direct,ory
every two minut,es. The names will only be presented for 7

seconds. Therefore, you will have to remember the names.

Every two minutes three new names wÍll be presented. your

job is to immediately begin t,o search for these numbers

associated with the new names, Do not write down the names

as they are presented to you.

You may begin when the first three words are presented

on the screen and continue through the series of name

presentalions until you are told to stop. pl-ease do not
make any penciJ- marks in the phone Book. Search with your

finger, not your pencil. And remember, do not \^7rite down

the names as they are presented to you.

You may begin when the chÍme sounds.
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Perceptual Task

Inst,ructions

This Job involves the four piles in front of you

l-abelled from 1 to 4. please do not look at them yet. Here

is what you will have to do. Each piJ-e of papers has a

dífferent diagram on them. When you turn over a paper, your
job is t.o trace over the dÍagram. However, tl^ro rul-es must

be met :

1, You can not trace or cross over any line you have

previously drawn on.

2, You cannot, J-ift your pencil from the paper.

Other restrictions have been placed on this job. For

example, you can only work at a diagram for 40 seconds, A,t

t,he end of 40 seconds a chime will sound. you can have as

nany of these 40 second trials on a figure as you want. If
you do not succeed in tracÍng over aI1 the l-ines in a

figure, you will then have the choice of trying this figure
again in the next 40 second trial or you may go on to the
next piLe of diagrams. Remember, once you have stopped

working on a pile you cannot go back to it again,

We wÍ1l review your job one more time before we start.
When you hear the chÍme, take a paper from pile number one.

Your job Ís to trace over al-I the lines of the figure
without lifting the pencil from the paper or crossing over
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any line twice. When the chime rings again, you can go to
the next pile Íf you have been successful . Tf you did not
complete the job, you may at,têmpt the same diagram from the
same pile, or go on to the nêxt pi1e. Once you have moved.

to ânother pile, you cannot go back t,o an earlier figure,
Keep workíng until- you are tol_d to stop, you havè

completed the task, or wish to stop, If you have any

questions, please ask them before we begin. you may begin

when the chime sounds.
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Post Experimental Ouestionnaire

1. What do you think is the purpose of this experiment?

2. The experiment,er usuall_y conduct,s a st,udy expecting
certain results. How do you t,hink you were expected to
respond ?

This concludes the experiment. please do not discuss this
experiment, with anyone else. Thank you for your

partÍcipatÍon and cooperation,
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Appendix C

Accounting Ledger Job

SAMPLE

TÀRGETS !

POS I T¡ ONS :

1

2
3
4
5
6
1
I

3371
64e I

289 I

s62l
2s1 I

66 3 |

ee8 |

6011
4291
6911
1161
1?4t
31sl
856 tenl
a 98 I

6021
4481
545t
s21 I

164 |

4ss I

308 |

1?Ol
257 I

757 
|'7411

s63 |
562 I

152 |
3421
71"1
ses l

251 I

1191
991 |

564 I

166 |

3101
2e8 I

s 3? I

46e l

68s I

66e I

8s6 |

921 |

324 I

I64 |

55? |

ss7 |

3811
5s5l
e3o I

810 |

642 |

4 54 |

200 |

296 |
845 |
937 |
412 I

sos f

210I
4221
86s I

617 I

368 |

s6o I

3 s2 I

3431
e82 |

348 |
7631
182 

|

360 I

431 |

192 I

e68 I
425 I

e12|
6ee 

I

7181
1421
496 |

2s3 |

721 I

5'7 6l
e3s 

It16l
2't3|
l?9.1
22s I

11'7 I

5s3 I

\67 I

308 
|

775 
|

791 I

7461
3561

6

0

1
'1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

203
118
960
302

?35
'97 6
733
7 2A
435

936

136
748
457
s38
s08
47 A
4 38
623
245
319
404
924
161
138
314
428
739

884
503
426
991
5ì t

7 6'7
684

254
393
957
218

481
950
201
652

22a 
I

734 t

1s6l
634 I

641 |

e83 |

?09 |

836 t

6311
5oe I

s3s l

?1ol
2121
41ol
311 |

832 |

7791
405 |

7831
?qc I

;Bé I

:es I

I g: I

ezt I

r gz 
I

szg I

sso I

318 |

2051gtt Itszl
esr I
579l'
2591
2a1l
sol I

ztol
ets I

r¿ol
888 I

sze I

tat I

aze I

::s Irsrl
e z: I

r ¿¿ |

468 I

arsl
s'ttl

E

4 6'7
524
577
IJJ
969
430
439
483
5?8
442
367

992
204
185
946
434
696
7 42
414
384
781
707
518
423

160
3 94
16?
918
731
831
574
176
415
426
996
'7 26
6s8
351
965

551
9a9
777
765
792
893
2?2

194
859
134
906
910
889
419
258
180

516
559

't97
875
462
902
7't 4

544
158

491

'to2
242
349
264

54 9
413
587
719

676
172
300
85?
't13
385
34 5
340
994
63s
s36
833

440
261

366
492
129
806
209
262
424

P

17 3154732814451592
gss lers lerz
s'toltztlzee
e¿olrsslsr¿
reslesslesz
858 15141?11
820t149¡407
e z¿ lr er lgou
ss¡ls¡slasr
l zs I soo Izz¡
e re l:zs ls¡e
418l9611312
a¡slrzslzer
eo¿ lgs: lzzl
9oB | 128 l3s4
362 I 169 l2i a
srol¡¡gl:sr
e so lezr l¿zo
ee r lz¿: lsoe
zot I gzt I esa
::¿lesglzss
ss¿ lsr ¿ leza
ro: leel lr zo
eralreslzse
382t708t89s
662ls2sl66a
sz¡lzoslsrs
:zelsrll¿ss
asalzzzltzs
seslerrlsss
toolgzzlzas
e ge lees Ir ¡o
z:r lels le rl
e gr le so lsoz
ssel¿arlrz¡
zz't lzzs I qsz
rol lr zs lsgsrrr lazs lsag
¡:r le¡g lsosg¡¿lrrsle¿r
sez le sa lzo¿
rar lgor lu sa
:sr lz¡z lr zr
zg¿ lzss l¡¿¿
szo ls'7 s l¡so
403l|7 47 1964
612149s188?
szelztøl+ts
?36 138? l88s
1 12 1715 l6S2

1881819
tzzl sts
e ss lr se
eoz lssr
rzslsrs
9451515
lae l¿gatsaltta
7'71 1414
2so | 234
s61 1638
74311?1
49019?3
ss6 l6oo
r so le ao
eselezt
446 t305
aoo lzso
zzalezz
ae z lr ss
e ze l:ss
sos lsr o
a92 I 647
szs 1 szs
lsr lag¿
ezolras
974 I 193
esa lso:
zgolzsz
so6l78o
zso lzzz
766 t 412
e:olra¡
gog lssa
qqalzøo
zzz I aet
:ar Irso
4?61?s8
24A t7A6
993 1978
ar 3 lu ss
aa:lses
grq leeg
919l46s
3o9ls82
:sglaos
zzs lseo
7931346
st slst z
esz lze¡

860187?
tz+lsgz
sas lszo
202 l2ssgar lrse
sgt I ss'l
ztal++e
422 1139:rslszr
s231843
s:z lree
6161321
ttaltst
sas lz¡s
sst I zaa
sge ls¡r
r e s lsr sztt lgtz
¿oe l:s:
zruleos
ltslaze
844 l73A
zsz lea r
782 1398
9?s l9o9
ssa I za¿
esr lsor
¿go l:¡s
660 1749
648l2o8
¡'z¡lsre
¡o¡ la¿r
zssl:r¡atzlstt
azt lstz
96? lsso
+gt l¡ts
e og lzao
arr lazr
zat I tzz
eez lres
gos lsas
asslesu
633 1690
s291288
B48 l?16
asslzzo
ze o lgog
613 | 692

N

| 294
I 981
lozr
I 217
lsas
lr s3
| 19s
ls30
1473
t7B8
lesz
1396
I zat
lras
l¡zs
l¡e ¿
lsss
I r gr
lsro
I 
qaz

l320
lB2s
1665
I 267
lrse
l¿¿:
le ¡s
I zzz
lsgs
lr ¡r
lszz
l¡e ¡
121 5
lsso
I aoz
lzss
lse r

l:zo
1198
l:o'¡
lgtz
latt
t'744
I ett
lszo
lsra
1488t754
I zgz
ls¡¡

8'7 6l206
9431959
502 l326
934t91?
5961531
312 | 219
224 t 94'l
721 | 390
4851?64
688 135?
282l750

211984
63 1214
61 1548

9 t4a4
a 1620

90 l79s
o 1622
91672

s2 lr99
01 1540

0
1

2
3
4

6
1
I
0

5
6

4931383
211

564 t5r ?
452 I 11?
228lss4
8s1 l4oo
26s 1693
146139s
461 t'140
332l99s
3381603
5591849
686136s
1 64 1926
s84 1839
2161784
880 1546
190 1541
9s51785
9 40 1527
450 I13?
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Àppendix

Phone Book Records Page

]-
2,
?

Ê̂

6.

B.
o

r.0 .
11.
12.
r.3 .

L4.
15.
i_6.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2L,
22.
23.
24.
25,
26,
27,
28.
29.
30.

3r..
32.
33.
34.

43.
44.
45,

35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
4L.
42,

46.
47,
48.
49.
50.
51.
52,
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
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Appendix E

Perceptual Task

,^+
\./\,

lmolebl.
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Appendlx F

OffLce Envfronmênt EvaluåtÍon

Fina]ly, as we pointed out at the st,art, this was to be an
anal-ysis of ho\"r you performed office tasks in an office
setting. So, the next thing we would like you to do is
eval-uate the "of f ice,' you were working in.
L. How suitable do you think the office lighting was forthe perforrnance of your jobs?

2, Was the room quÍet enough for you to work effectively?
Not at al-L Slightly Moderatel-y euíreL234

Not at all slightly
t2

Not at, all- slighrly
L2

Moderately Quite ExtreneLy
34s

this was a comfortable room to work

Moderatel-y Quite
34

Moderately Quite
34

Moderately QuÍte
34

Moderately Quite
34

Extreme l-y
5

Extremely
5

3. Do you think this wouLd be a pleasant office to work in
on a daily basis ?

Nor ar 'alL slighrJ-y
L2

4, Did you feeL that the temperature was s ati s factory
during your work?

Nor ar al_l slighrly
T2

5, Did you feel that
in?

Not at aLL Slightly
t2

Extremely
5

Extreme l-y
5

Extremely
5

6. How suitable do you think t,he seating was for the
perforrnance of your jobs?
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7, Do you feef that the office sounds that LTere present
interfered with your abilÍty to perform the jobs?

Not at all Slightly Moderately euíte Extremely
L234s

8. Was there enough lighting for you to perform welf at
t.his job?

Not at all Slightly Moderatel-y Ouite Extremel-y12345
9, Ho$¡ comf ortabl-e dÍd you find the seating?

Not at al-l Slightl-y Moderately euite Extremel_yL2345
l-0. Is this office satisfactory as a workÍng environment?

Not at all SJ-ightly Moderately euite Extremely
L2345

11, Is the amount of space avaÍlabl_e in t,his office
adequate ?

Not at all Slightly Moderately euite Extremel-y12345
l-2, Did you feel that the air quality in the office was

adequate ?

Not at all Slightly Moderately euite Extremely12345
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Appendlx G

T.eiËure Intereat Inventory

T.EISIJRE ]NVENTORY

This questionnaire is for the purpose of finding out
something about yourself, some of the things that you like
to do in your spare t,ime, and how frequently you do them.
ft is not for the purpose of finding out everything you do,.
but Just whether or not or how much you devot,é time to some
selected activit.ies.
There are no right, or wrong answers to these questions,

TNSI|RUCTIONS

AlL of these quest,Íons shoul-d be answered on the
multiple choice answer sheet. pl-ease not,e that on a few
of the questions you can ent,er more than one choice.
PLease do not make any marks on this question sheet, as
it wil-l- be used by oËher students,

l-3, What is your sex?
a. Male
b, Fenal-e

14. What is your age range?
a. L6-18
b. L9-2L
c. 22-24
d. 25-30
e. +30

15. .Are you a permanent resident, (ie. citizen, Landed
immigrant), of Canada?
a. Yes
b. No

16, How J-ong have you been living in Canada?
a. less than 1 year
b, 1-3 years
c. 4-6 years
d. 7-10 years
e, +10 years
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L7. Do you live with your parents?
a, Yes
b, No

LB. Where were you born?
a. Canadab. u.s.A.
c. Engl_and
d. Hong Kong
e. Other

19. What is your present University cl_as sification ?
a. 1st year
b. 2nd year
c. 3rd year
d, 4th year

20. How do you typically get to university?
a. wal-k
b. own car
c. car pool
d. bus
e. other

THIS TS THE END OF THTS SECTION. PI,EASE CHECK YOUR ANSWER
SHEET TO MÃKE SURE YOU ARE AT NUMBER 20. TF NOT, CHECK
AGAIN,

NTGHT IJIFE

21, Are you ever the disc jockey at parties, socials.
dances, etc. ?

a. never
b. 1-2 or less times a month
c. 3-4 times/month
c. 5-6 times,/month
d. +6 times/month

22, How many times a month do you go to pubs, cl_ubs,
socials, beer-bashes, Ìounges, etc. ?
a. never
b. less than 4 times/month
c. 5-8 times/month
d. 9-12 times/month
e. +13 t,imes/month
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23. On the average, how long do you stay Ín the pub, etc.?
a. I never go
b. 10-30 minut,es
c. 31-60 minutes
d, 61-9 0 minutes
e' + 90 minutes

24. How many concerts per year do you attend?
a. none

l-ess than 4/yeax
5 - B /year
9 -L2/year
+I2/year

THIS IS THE END OF THIS SECTION. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ANSWER
SHEET TO MÃKE SURE T¡IAT YOU ARE AT QUESTION 24. TF NOT
CHECK AGAIN.

TJOOKING åND IJTSTENTNG¡

25. Ãbout how many hours a week do you watch television?
a, l-ess than 5 hour/week
b. 5-10 hours/week
c. 11-20 hours/week
d, 21-30 hours/week
e. +30 hours/week

26, How many times a month do you attend movies?
l-es s than once/rnonth
1-2 times/month
3-5 times/month
6-8 tirnes/month
+8 times /month

b.
c,
d.
e,

27, About how many t,imes a month do you J.isten to a sound
system (radio, cassette player, record player, etc.) inyour home?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e,

a.
b.
c.
d.

l-es s than I hour/week
l- -5 hours/week
6-10 hours/week
11- 15 hours/week
+L5 hours/week

28. To what extent do you listen to a sound system using
headphones ?
a.
b.
c,

all the time
about 758 of the time
about 508 of the time



d.
e.

29. How woul-d others describe the sound level
listen to your music ?
a.
b.
c.
d.

30. How many hours per week do you use a walkman or any
other portable sound system?

do not own one
Less t,han 5 hours /week
6 -10 hours/week
L1-15 hours /week
+15 hours/week

about 258of t,he time
rarely

very loud
i-oud
f airly J-oud
normal
quiet

do not own one
less than 5 hours/week
6-L0 hours/week
11- 15 hours /week
+15 hours/week

No
L-2 tímes/week
3-4 times /week
5-6 times/week
+6 times/week
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at which you

31. How rnany hours per week do you Listen to a sound system
in a vehicle?

a,
b.

d.
e.

a.
b.
c.
d.

b.
c,
d.
e.

32. How often do you play/pract,ice with a musical group?
a. never

once /month
2-3 tirnes/month
4-6 t,imes/mont,h
+6 times/month

33. Do you play/practice a musical instrument outside of a
musica.I group?
a.
b.
c.
d.
e,

34. What type of musica] group do you play/practice with?
a. none
b. rock
c. jazz
d. cLassicaL
ê. country
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TH]S IS THE END OF THIS SECTION. PLEASE CHECK YOUR ANSWER
SHEET TO MAKE SURE yOU .ARE AT NUMBER 34. rF NOT, CHECK
AGAIN.

ATIHI¡ETIC StrUFF

35. How are you at spectator sports?
a, I never attend
b, I rarely attend
c, f sometimes attend
d. I often attend

36. How many hours per week do you participate in purely
recreational- athletic activities?
a, Lêss than I hour/week
b. I hour to 5 hours/week
c. 6 to 10 hours/week
d. LL to 15 hours/week
e. +15 hours/week

37. How often are you invoJ-ved Ín competit,ive sporting
activities (swimming, diving, gymnastÍcs, judo, etc.)?
a. never
b, Less than 4 times/year
c. 5-10 times/year
d . I 1- 15 t,imes /year
e. +L5 t,imes/year

38, How often are you involved in team sport,s. (hockey,
f ootbaJ.l, soccer, basketball, etc.)?
a. never
b, less than 4 times/month
c. 5-10 times/month
d, 11- 15 times/mon
e. +15 times/month

THIS IS THE END OF THIS SECTION, PLEASE CHECK YOUR ÀNSWER
SHEET TO M.AKE SURE YOU ARE AT NUMBER 38. TF NOT/ CHECK
AGAIN.

OTHER ÀCTIVTTÎES

39. How many hours per week are you involved with hobbies?a, less than L hour/week
b, t hour-s hours/week
c. 6-L0 hours/week
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40. How many hours per month are you invol_ved with meètings
of cIubs, organizations, etc?
a, never
b. t hour-2 hours/month
c, 3-4 hours/month
d. 5-6 hours/rnonth
e. +6 hours/month

41, How many hours per week are you involved in playing
cards, board games (poker, solitaire, bridge, trivial-
pursuit, monopoly, etc. )?

l-ess than t hour/week
I hour-5 hours/week
6-10 hours /r,¡eek
1l--L5 hours/week
*15 hours/week

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

42. How many hours per week are you involved in playing
video arcade games ?
a. never
b.
c.
d.

43. How many hours per week do you read (excl-uding academic
materials ) ?a. never
b.
c.
d.
e.

l-ess than 5 hours/week
6-10 hours/week
11-L5 hours/week
+15 hours/week

l-ess than 5 hours /week
6-10 hours/week
11- 15 hours /week
+15 hours /week

44. How oftèn do you use a micro-computer for recreationaL
purposes ?

a. I do not own one
b. l-ess than I hour/week
c. t hour-s hours /week
d, 6-10 hours/week
e. +10 hours /week

THÏS IS THE END OF THIS SECTION. YOUR SHOULD BE AT ÄNSWER
NUMBER 44.
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IJEISURE INÍEREST INVENTORY

NOVI IùE ARE INTERESTED IN YOUR INVOLVEMENT IN SOME SPECIFIC
ACTIVTTTES. FOR EACH ACTIVITY LISTED BEI,OW INDTCATE HOW
OFTEN A WEEK YOU PARTTCTPATE IN THE SPECIFTC ACTTVITY USING
THE SCÃI-,E :

a. not at all
b, once a week
c. 2-3 tirnes /week
d. 4-5 times/week
e. +5 times/week

USING THIS RATING SCHEDULE, RESPOND TO THE FOIJIJOWING
ACTIVITIES. MÃKE SURE THAT YOU ARE NOW START]NG QUESTION 45
ON YOUR .ANSWER SHEET .

45. Basketbal-Ì

46, Bowling

47, Art-

48. BÍlliards
49. Bridge

50, Collecting (stamps, coins )

51. Dining out

52. Go to movies

53, Canoeing

54. Jogging

55, Volleyball

56. Spectat,or sports

57. sewing

58. Vol-unteer work

59. Picnics

60. Cerami c s /pottery
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Àppendix H

Feedback Sheet

ExperimenÈ lgork

Earlier in the semester you r¡¡ere asked to fíll out a
personality questionnaire in class,

On the basis of your responses on this questionnaire,
you wêre chosen to take part in Experiment "WORK,,'

Why did we do this study? A review of the noise
literature cJ-earJ-y demonstrates that, t,he examination of
concurrent effects (those effects examined in the presence
of noise) is confusing and extremely contradictory. Clearly
many variabl-es that vary from st,udy to study are responsibJ-e
for much of the confusion. ft Ís suggest,ed that the
inclusion of personality variables may hetp to clear up some
of this confusion. Although concurrent effects are often
conflÍcting, the examination of aftereffects (those effects
studied following noise termination) have yieJ_ded more
consist,ent results. For exampJ-e, a decrease in one,s
persistence at solving the puzzles is a consistent research
finding following the termÍnation of noise.

The aim of the study was to look at the effects of
personality on two tlT)e s of vj.sual search tasks performed
during noise exposure, and a measure of your persistence at
a task performed after noise was terminated. The second aim
vras to deal with the question of whether the effect,s on
persistence at a ta6k would continue for a perÍod of time
folJ-owing noÍse exposure, You were exposed to one of two
different level-s of t.ape-recorded office noise.

ÀJ-though lhe data has not been analyzed at this point in
time, it was thought that pârt,ícÍpants would be interested
in information pertaining to this study.

A large number of students will- be screened ín a short
(10 minute) questionnaire conducted in two large
introductory classes, Students will be told that filling
out the questionnaire may permit them to serve in later
experiments for credit. No credit wil-I be assigned for the
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in-class screening.

The screening will be carried out by someone other than
the experimenter. The experiment will not be l-inked to the
professor in whose cLass it is administered.
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